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INTRODUCTION

This is the first yearly-report-in-English of

Section K of the National Institute of Nuclear Physics and High

Energy Physics, NIKHEF, which is the new name of what up to

January 1, 1981 was called the Institute of Nuclear Physics

Research, IKO. A combined yearly report in Dutch of sections

K and H will each year cover the period between two successive

New Years. We decided therefore to shift the English reports

to cover the periods between two successive July firsts. In

order to have a link with our earlier Annual Reports, the

present one covers the period January 1981 - June 1982.

It might interest our readers to know that NIKHEF is

a collaboration of the two Universities in Amsterdam, the

Catholic University in Nijmegen and the foundation FOM. Of

these, the University of Nijraegen is practically involved in

work in the field of section H only, the Free University (VU)

of Amsterdam in that of K, whereas people from the University

of Amsterdam work in both fields.

In the period under consideration, much progress

has been made in building the 500 MeV high duty cycle accelera-

tor MEA and the associated equipment. An energy value of

325 MeV and a duty cycle of 1.5% have been obtained, and we

feel quite confident that the design values will be reached

in about a year. First experiments with the beam have been per-

formed, both in electron scattering and in chemistry. These

have been so encouraging that the international community has

been asked to submit proposals for experiments, to be judged

by an international Program Advisory Commission (see NIKHEF-K

bulletins, numbers 6 and 7). The first meeting of the PAC took

place on May 24 - 27, 1982. Out of eleven submitted proposals

in the field of electron scattering and pion photoproduction,

eight got beam time allotted to them.

The general economic situation, unfortunately, also

affects the functioning of the Institute, though up till now

not in a severe way. One of the main difficulties is the dras-

tic inflation of the energy costs. Measures are under conside-



ration to reduce the amount of energy necessary. One of them

consists in reducing the initial duty-cycle of MEA by shorten-

ing its pulses, but then lengthening the pulses again with the

help of a storage ring. This would even allow upgrading the

installation to a duty cycle above 80%, though probably with

some loss of beam intensity. Feasibility studies have been

initiated. An improvement along this line would allow to use

to the fullest advantage the very high quality spectrometer

systems that we developed for measuring scattered electrons

and coincident nuclear particles.

The theoretical physics group was expanded and has

been very productive. The latter is also true for the chemistry

group; it was very satisfactory that permission was received

to build new laboratory space for this group.

The building program of equipment for the pion-muon

group has suffered due to the inability of an outside manufac-

turer to deliver a set of magnets within the agreed conditions.

As a result, the magnetic channels to the two pion and muon

halls will only be completed in the fall of 1982. An extra

effort on the part of collaborators of this group was necessa-

ry to make this possible.

As one can guess from reading the above points, our

technical groups have been working very hard and with good

results.

Finally, we are proud to announce, that the number

given to references in the list at the end of this report

passed 1000. As a matter of academic interest, we also checked

at what point in time this magic number would have been reached

if reports belonging to a group (e.g. reports to one conference)

had been counted separately. Thus it can be maintained that

the number 1Ö00 had already been reached by IKO before it was

renamed NIKHEF-K!

A.H. Wapstra

(Scientific Director)



1 ELECTRON SCATTERING

(Scientific Director: C. de Vries)

1.1 Intvoduetion

The performance of the accelerator and the electron

scattering facilities has now been brought to such a level that

a full grown scientific program could be started. In the

140 MeV station,exclusively equipped for 180° scattering, the

first magnetic moment distribution studies were made. The

spectrometers (QDD and QDQ) have shown to be excellent instru™

ments for,respectively,high resolution (electron) and large

solid angle hadron detection. Used in conjunction with the

double dispersion matching mode of the beam handling system the

spectrometer pair and its associated detection system allow for

coincidence experiments at a' quite high missing-energy resolu-

tion and an excellent timing resolution. Due to these results

a whole new branch of coincidence work, where one is interested

in discrete final states, is opening up. Also special features

of the QDQ detection system make it possible to detect negative

pions in the presence of an extremely high electron background.

Thus an extensive program could be started, involving (e,e')»

(e,e'p) and {y,v) experiments.

The interest from outside users is increasing fast.

On the basis of officially accepted proposals, collaboration

has been started with the Institut für Kernphysik (Mainz),

the Catholic university (Washington), Rensselaer Polytechnic

Institute (Troy/ USA), KVI (Groningen), CEN (Saclay, Prance),

North Western University (USA) , University of Charlot.tesville

(USA) .

It is gratifying to note that part of the Annual

Report is dominated by reports on nuclear physics experiments

rather than by technical reports as has been the case during

the long construction period.



1.2 Electron scattering in the 500 MeV end station

c a

1.2.1 Low lying states in mi

(H. Blok3 H.P. Blok, J.F.A. van Bienen, G. van

Middelkoop (VV, Amsterdam), P.K.A. de Witt Huberts)

The aim of this project is the investigation of nu-

clear wave functions by means of high resolution inelastic

scattering, with special interest in 0 , 1 and 3 states. At

forward angles seven spectra were taken at 260 MeV and angles

of 30° to 78°. Part of the data were written in listmode to

tape. After analysis with a suitable set of correction factors

they yielded a resolution dE/E of better than 0.9 x 10"

(about 22 keV). One spectrum at backward angles was taken at

154° at an energy of 101.2 MeV with a resolution of 30 keV.

More than 30 levels below 6 MeV excitation energy were iden-

tified and up to 9 MeV separated levels can still be found.

Some of the interesting details are:

both low lying 0 levels ai

even as quite strong peaks

- at the backward angle, both 3+ levels were clearly visible,

but at this energy neither of the 1+ levels was^observed

- at 4.35 + 0.005 MeV a peak was observed. The only level

known from the literature is a low spin positive parity

state at 4.538 MeV seen in $-decay

- at the backward angle, close to the well-known 6 state at

5.128 MeV,a level is seen at 5.160 + 0.01 MeV. This could be

the other 6 state mentioned by Ballini et at. (Nucl. Phys.

A258 (1976) 338). These peaks have been analyzed by others as

one single 6 state.

- two levels at 6.029 and 7.050 MeV, given a J = 1 assignment

by Ackerman et al. have been observed. The tentative posi-

tive parity assignment by Lindgren must be rejected as

these levels were seen in a forward angle spectrum, which

indicates a natural parity, i.e. Jn = 1~.

Further measurements will be made at forward angles

to extend the q-range down to 0.3 frrT and up to 2.5 fm .

- both low lying 0 + levels are seen in most spectra, sometimes
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Fig. 1.2.1 High resolution (2 x 10~4) spectrum with a 8Ni target



Backward angle (154°) spectra will be taken at incident ener-

gies from 70 - 250 MeV.

1.2.2 Inelastic electron scattering from Ti

(A.M. Selig, P.K.A. de W-Ctt Huberts (NIKHEF-K),

E.V. Blok, J.F.A. van Menen (VU))

The aim of the Ti experiment is to find correlations

between (E2,M3), (E4,M5), etc. operator pairs. For instance,

as shown by elastic scattering from ' Cu (A.M. Selig et at.

Z. Physik A307 (1982) 247), the M3 operator is strongly quench-

ed with respect to the single-particle estimate. This cannot

be explained by shell-model or by core-polarization calcula-

tions .

With the QDD spectrometer spectra of the inelastical-

ly scattered electrons have been obtained for momentum trans-

fers g = 0.68 - 1.86 fm~ , at 110 and 260 MeV incoming electron

energies and scattering angles ranging from 0 = 30° to 6 = 90°.

The overall resolution was better than 30 keV. The analysis of

0+, 2+, 4+, (6+) states leading 1

trie transitions is in progress.

0+, 2+, 4+, (6 ) states leading to form factors of these elec-

1.2.3 Electron scattering of 104,106,108,110pd

(A.J.C. Burghardt, C.W. de Jager, J.B. van der Laan,

H. de Vries)

The IBA has proved to be quite successful in describ-

ing stark properties of low-lying collective states in medium-

heavy nuclei. The Pd-isotopes have been chosen in order to

test the model extensively through electron scattering experi-

ments. Their clear vibrational spectra represent the SU(5)

limit of the model. Elastic charge scattering of the different

isotopes will yield the monopole structure functions, the qua-

drupole structure functions can be extracted from the study of

several low-lying 2 + states. A comparison of several 4 + states

will show possible effects of the model space restrictions to

s- and d-bosons. In IBA-1, where no distinction exists between



proton and neutron bosons, no Ml transitions are possible. Ob-

servation of 1 excitations will therefore indicate directly

the short-coming of IBA-1.

Spectra have been taken for the four isotopes at 70,

107, 133 and 279 MeV, covering a momentum range of 0.4 - 2 fm .

The resolution varied between 16 keV at the lower to 40 keV

at the higher energies. Preliminary form factors have been ex-

tracted .

1.2.4 Electron scattering from * B

(R.J.M. Bonnie, J.W.A. den Herder., C.W. de Jager,

L. Lapikäs)

In order to study the ground state momentum distri-

butions of ' B, the excitation of a few selected natural

parity states and the unnatural parity states below 10 MeV,

experiments on a natural boron nitride target were started

in a momentum transfer range of 0.4 fm < q < 1.9 fm~ .

A typical spectrum is shown in Figure 1.2.4a. The analysis

of the data sets obtained so far is in progress.

As preparation for these measurements, existing

elastic charge scattering data were compared with presently

available model calculations (Nilsson, Intermediate Coupling

in the lp-shell and Projected Hartree-Pock). Furthermore a

shell-model calculation, which included a C4 and a C6 contri-

bution to the charge form factor of B, was carried out. It

appears that, in the g-range considered, the C4 and C6 contri-

butions do not have a measurable effect on the longitudinal

form factor due to their relatively small strength and their

rather similar q-behaviour comparad with the C2 contribution

(doctoral thesis J.W.A. den Herder).

39
1.2.5 An 1-forbidden Ml transition in K

(C.W. de Jager, P.ü.M. Keizer)

Calculations performed by T. Suzuki (private commu-

nication, Nihon University, Tokyo) using different ferns for
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Fig. 1.2.4.a Backward angle (e,e') spectrum taken with a BM target



the residual potential, yielded a good description of the

transverse form factor data for excitation of the 2.53 MeV
39

state in K over the second maximum. The calculations are much

more sensitive to the form of the residual potential in the

region of the first form factor maximum, where no data are

available as yet. Therefore a study of the form factor beha-

viour for this state over the g-region from 0.7 to 1.5 fm~

was launched. A first spectrum (107 MeV, 154 ) has been mea-

sured .

The good agreement between our data for the quadru-

plet of states at 3.02, 3.60, 3.88 and 4.12 MeV with calcula-

tions by I. Hamamoto (Phys. Lett. 52B (1974) 129) has led to

an experiment in Utrecht, which has confirmed our spin assign-

ment of 5/2" to the 3.88 MeV state.

1.2.6 Nucleon and h-hole polarization in the form factor

of the 1* state at 3.48 MeV in 88Sr

(L.T. van der Bijl, H. Blck, H.P. Blok, A.J.H. Donne"

(VV), P.K.A. de Witt Huberts (NIKHEF-K), A. Richter

(Technische Hochschule, Darmstadt), J. Heisenberg,

0. Schwenker (Univ.. of New Hampshire, USA))

Magnetic transitions in nuclei, especially Ml transi-

tions, have received great attention recently because of a

possible contribution of the A(1232)-isobar to the observed

reduction of the strengths of such transitions (W. Weise, Proc.

ICOHEPANS, Versailles, 1981). The 1+ state at 3.48 MeV excita-

tion energy in Sr is an excellent test case, as it is well

isolated from other states and its nuclear structure is rather

simple (an almost pure proton 2p~ , ,_ 2p, /--state. Data (see

Figure 1.2.6.a) have been obtained in Darmstadt (L.T. van der

Bijl et al.,Z. Physik A305 (1982) 231), MIT and, recently,

NIKHEF-K (in the EMIN station at 6 = 154° and in the LEF station

at 180°). Further measurements with better statistics in the

important region between g ~~ = 0.8 and 1.2 fm still have

to be taken.

The solid curve in Figure 1.2.6.a is the result of
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Fig. 1.2.6.a Measured form factor for excitation of the 1
OQ

state at 3.48 MeV in Sr compared with the
results of calculations

a calculation with a wave function calculated in a 2n7o valence

space. The measured form factor seems not only to be quenched

by a factor of about two at low q, but the shape of the measured

form factor is drastically different in the region q = 0.4 - 1.1

fm~ , where it looks as if F goes through zero twice, giving

an extra maximum at q = 0.8 fm . Nucleon-hole core-polarization

influence on the form factor in this region cannot explain the

reduction at low q, as all 1-allowed single-particle transitions,

which determine the strength at low q, are contained already in

the valence space.

A local--density approximation estimate (L.T. van der

Bijl et at., Z. Physik A305 (1982) 231) of the influence of A-

hole polarization gives the reduction at low q and part of the

shape change at q = 0.4 - 0.6 fm . A combination of A-hole and

nucleon-hole polarization roughly describes both the reduction

at low q and the extra maximum near q = 0.8 fm
aa 1
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1.2.7 Measurement of 0 - 0 transitions in 0

(C.W. de Jager, E. de Vvies; in collaboration with

Cl. Bibo, J. Friedrich, N. Voegler (Institut für

Kernphysik, Mainz))

The excitation of a 0 level in a 0 -nucleus is the

only unique way of testing two-step processes (dispersion ef-

fects) in electron scattering. A careful search for such an ex-

citation in 0 has been carried out at the University of Mainz.

In order to measure a background-free spectrum a special water-

fall-target was developed (N. Voegler, J. Friedrich, submitted

to Nucl. Instr. Meth.). The type of detector used at Mainz does

not allow corrections for kinematic broadening and thus limits

the resolution to 180 keV at 250 MeV. At NIKHEF-K a resolution

of 50 keV or better should be feasible. After some minor modi-

fications the waterfall-target has been shown to work in the

NIKHEF-K scattering chamber. A first spectrum was measured at

250 MeV and 90°. However, the resolution turned out to be

125 keV for as yet unaccountable reasons.

40
1.2.8 The isovector Ml transition at 10.36 MeV in Ca

(H. Crannell, L. Fagg, D. Sober (Catholic University,

Washington), C.W. de Jager)

. Electroexcitation of the (J^, T) = (1+,1) state at
4010.3 MeV in Ca will yield sensitive information on ground

state correlations in this doubly closed shell nucleus. Several

spectra have been taken. At the important backward angles, the

data still lack the extreme resolution required.

7 fl /?

1.2.9 Electron scattering of Pt

(W.T.A. Borghols, C.W. de Jager, H. de Vries (NIKHEF-K)

in collaboration with N. Blasi, M.N. Harakeh, S.Y. van

der Werf (KVI, Groningen))

3 193 191
In recent ( He,d) experiments on ' Ir at the

KVI (Groningen), a very strong state at E = 2.9 MeV in
194 192

' Pt was observed. This state is excited by a mixture of
1 = 0 and 1 = 2 transfer which yields a spin assignment of
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either 1+ or 2 . The 2 assignment would be difficult to ex-

plain in the light of the observed excitation strength and the

fact that this state was not observed in a (p,p') experiment on

Pt. The IBA-2 model predicts a collective 1+ band caused by

the coupling of a d (proton) boson and a d (neutron) boson.

The band head cannot be predicted accurately, but if it does

lie around 3 MeV, it may be concentrated in one state and

hence be observable.

At NIKHEF-K a search for such a state in Pt

through electron scattering was instigated. Data were taken at

154° and energies of 70, 107 and 133 MeV. No transverse

strength was observed in the excitation energy range of 2.5 -

3.0 MeV. Although these data were not taken over the first

maximum of the form factor - which is expected at ̂  0.4 fm -

they do cover the second maximum. The first results indicate

that the collective 1 band is either split in many small com-

ponents or located at a different excitation energy.

Parallel to the search for transverse strength a

study of longitudinal excitations in Pt was started. Data

have now been taken at energies between 70 and 280 MeV at for-

ward angles, covering a momentum transfer range of 0.4 - 2.0

fm~ . The resolution obtained ranged from 15 keV at the lower

energies to 35 keV at the high energies. Approximately 20

levels are being analyzed up to an excitation energy of 3 MeV.

All members of the groundstäte band up through 8 are observed.

Also several members of the y-vibrational band could be identi-

fied, although the excitation of the 2 band head remains too

weak for observation even at higher momentum transfer values.

1.2.10 Study of high-momentum components in He with the

(e,e'p) and (ete'd) reactions

(P.C. Dunn, J.W.A. den Berder3 P.H.M. Keizer,

L. Lapikäs3 P.K.A. de Witt Huberts; in collaboration

with TE-Delft)

Special kinematical conditions have been selected

in order to measure the proton spectral function S(Em,pr) of
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He at significantly higher momentum transfers than presently

available from other experimental data. The three-body break-

up will be investigated by the (e,e'p) reaction up to a recoil

momentum of 250 MeV/c. For the measurement of the two-body

break-up (Em =5.5 MeV) both the (e,e'p) and (e,e'd) reactions

will be employed.

The liquid He target nears its completion. A test

of the whole assembly has shown that a power dissipation of

about 1 Watt, corresponding to 1 - 2 yA beam current; can be

handled by the cryostat.

12 SI DO
1*2.11 Co-ino-Cdence (ey e 'p) reactions on C, V9 ZT and

9
pt

(H.P. Blok3 A.W. Bvorikhovst, P.C. Dunn, J.W.A. den

Herdev, E, Jans, P.H.M. Keizer, L. Lapikds, L. Prins*

E.M.N. Quint, P.K.A. de Witt Huberts)

With the now completed coincidence instrumentation

(see a.5.3 and*1.6.1) data have been taken for the (e,e'p)

reaction on various nuclei with high missing-energy resolution.

Incident beam energies were in the range of 250 - 280 MeV,

whereas at the 1% duty factor level average currents of up to

25 iiA could be employed without any severe limitation due to

accidental coincidences.
12 11Data on the C(e,e'p) B reaction serve, through

comparison with cross sections known from Saclay, as a test of

the entire analysis, including e.g. calibration, phase-space

calculation, random subtraction and distortion and absorption

calculations. The experiment was carried out in parallel kine-

matics for missing momenta between 0 and 100 MeV/c.

In order to obtain a quick estimate of what is pos-

sible with the present instrumentation/ we determined coinci-

dence cross sections from 1 2C, 5lV, 90Zr and 196Pt in the

missing energy range 5 - 2 5 MeV and for recoil momenta between

0 and 170 MeV/c. One of the purposes of these experiments is the

study of the dependence on mass number and excitation energy

of the absorption and distortion of the outgoing proton. The
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good resolution in missing energy enables to show fragmentation

of hole strength in heavy nuclei with the (e,e'p) reaction, The

advantage of (e,e'p) over reactions employing hadronic probes

is that distortion occurs in the outgoing channel only. We have

observed well-resolved states in 50Ti with the 51V(e,e'p)50Ti

reaction at recoil momenta p = 0, 70, 120/ 170 MeV/c. From the

dependence on p_, If.,,», 2s1/o and Id hole states have beenr i /& 1/4 , 3
identified. An interesting cross link with (d, He) and ( He,d)

reactions is possible in the search for the missing sum rule

strength observed in the latter reactions (Phys. Lett. 109B
90 89

(1982) 1). The Zr(e,e'p) Y reaction has been observed at
70, 120 and 170 MeV/c recoil momentum. Above the levels below

2 MeV excitation energy, also seen'by (p,2p) and (d,x) reac-

tions, we find a rich structure up to 12 MeV (see Figure 1.2.11).

Here we expect to identify the l£-,~ hole state(s) and possibly

the deeper lying and broader Id states.

In the Pt(e,e'p) Ir missing energy spectrum

taken at 170 MeV/c recoil momentum we find no signature of the

population of the ground state doublet (presumably 2d, ,_»
lnll/2 n°l e states). Although further levels are not given

in the literature, we see a sharp state at 2.1 MeV and more

structure up to 10 MeV excitation energy.

1.3 Electron scattering in the 140 MeV substation

191.3.1 Magnetic scattering from the ground state of F

(A.J.H. Donne, G. van Middelkoop, T. Prins, L. de

Vries (VU, Amsterdam), L. Lapikds)

An..accurate test for the theoretical work of Brown,

Chung and Wildenthal on electromagnetic moments in the sd-

shell (Phys. Rev. C22 (1980) 774) will be a comparison with

experimental Ml moments at non-zero q. For J1* > % it is very

difficult to measure the dynamic behaviour of the Ml moment

because the magnetic scattering is then dominated by the M3

(and M5) form factors except at low momentum transfer. Hence

experiments on sd-shell nuclei with Jv = \+ ground states
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19 29 3l
(e.g. F, Si and P) are needed to measure the g-dependence

of the magnetic dipole form factors. Recently elastic scattering

on Si and P has been performed elsewhere for q > 1.2 fm

(H. Miessen et al. , Jahresbericht 1980 - 1981 Mainz (1981) 144).

No results have been reported for the ground state scattering
19

on F. Therefore measurements on the magnetic dipole distri-

bution of P have been carried out with the 180° scattering

facility at NIKHEF-K at electron energies of 45, 82, 92 and

103 MeV. The target used was crystalline LiF with a thickness
2

of about 60 mg/cm . The effective scattering angle was deter-

mined by measuring simultaneously the charge scattering from
12 24
C and Mg. A preliminary analysis of the data shows that the

+ 19

low lying 5/2 level at 197 keV in F can be unfolded from the

ground state due to the information from the Li ground state

doublet. Moreover, scattering from the low lying levels of Li

(separated by recoil) will be used for calibration purposes.
o 491.3.2 Elastic scattering at 180 from Ti

(A.M. Selig, L. Lapik&s, P.K.A. de Witt Huberts; in

collaboration with CEN, Saelay)
First experimental results have been obtained for

49
elastic magnetic electron scattering from Ti. A preliminary
analysis has been performed for the q = 0.9 fm~ point. The

experimental form factor value for this q-point is strongly

quenched compared to the single-particle estimate. As shown

by T.W. Donnelly and A. Gökalp (Nucl. Phys. A355 (1981) 403)

form factor data at q £ 1.5 fm serve as a stringent test for

core-polarization calculations and therefore as a configuration

analyzer for the high-q data of Platchkov et al. (Phys. Rev.

C25 (1982) 2318). Preliminary,our data suggest that at

q £ 2 fm" the M7 component of the form factor largely domi-

nates the lower multipole components.
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+ 88
1.3.3 Form factor of the 1 state at 3.48 MeV in Sv

(L.T. van der Bijl, H. Blok, H.P. Blök, A.J.H. Donni

(VU,Amsterdam), P.K.A. de Witt Huberts (NZKHEF-K),

A. Richter (TH-Darmstadt), J. Heisenberg, 0. Sahwent-

ker (Univ. of New Hampshire, USA))

With the 180 equipment one measurement was performed

at E = 68 MeV, the results of which confirms that the form fac-

tor of this state has a minimum at qeff ^0.75 fm" (see further

1.2.6).

1.4 Experiments at other facilities

12
1.4.1 Deep-inelastio electron scattering from C

(E. Jansi in collaboration with Saolay, Basel,

Illinois, Rome)

Deep-inelastic electron scattering measurements from
12C have been performed at 36°, 60°, 90° and 145° for incident

electron energies ranging from 120 MeV to 680 MeV. A longitu-

dinal-transverse separation has been made for |g | < 7.8 fm

and energy loss w < 350 MeV.

The longitudinal sum rule agrees within 10% with an

independent-particle model calculation. The introduction of

the quasi-deuteron model increases notably the theoretical

cross section in the dip region, between the quasi-elastic and

A-excitation peak, but is not sufficient to explain the ob-

served excess cross section. The position, width and height

of the pion electroproduction peak has been investigated.

1.4.2 The quasi-free (e,e'p) reaction on He

(E. Jans, L. Lapikas, P.K.A. de Witt Huberts; in col-

laboration with Saclay, Basel, Illinois, Rome)

Ph.D. Thesis, E. Jans (1982)

Summary; Cross sections of the He(e,e'p) reaction

have been measured with the 600 MeV linear accelerator at Saclay
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and the two-spectrometer set-up of the experimental hall HE1.

The data cover the following region for the missing energy E ,

and the proton recoil momentum p :0 < E < 80 MeV and

0 < pr< 310 MeV/c.

For the first time the missing energy resolution of

a He(e,e'p) experiment was sufficient to clearly separate the

two-body break-up peak,corresponding with the He(e,e'p)d reac-

tion, from the three-particle disintegration continuum.

The data do not completely reproduce factorization,

which is a PWIA property of the coincidence cross section. The

ratio of the two-body spectral function strength in the overlap

region (150 < p < 200 MeV/c) of the two kinematics in which the

experiment has been performed, amounts to 0.14 + 0.10. The ef-

fects caused by FSI and MEC, as calculated by Läget, can, how-

ever, together with the uncertainties in the off-shell electron-

proton cross section, account for a large part of this devia-

tion from unity.

Within PWIA the data have been compared with spectral

functions, calculated with the Faddeev technique for the Paris

and RSC potential and with the variational method for the RSC

potential. The experimental two-body break-up momentum density

distribution is in good agreement with both theories uputo

150 MeV/c. Beyond this region the Faddeev prediction exceeds

the experimental values by a factor of 2. The variational cal-

culation lies another 35% above the Faddeev one.

The momentum density distribution of the continuum,

when integrated up to20 MeV missing energy, is in good agree-

ment with the calculations over the whole momentum range up

310 MeV/c. On the other hand the continuum momentum density dis-

tribution' above 20 MeV overshoots the Pairs potential predic-

tion considerably.

Application of sum rules clearly shows, that above

20 MeV missing energy, experimentally more cross section is

observed than theoretically predicted. Integral properties of

the experimental spectral function do not saturate for

increasing values of the missing-energy integration boundary.

This is probably due to significant multiple scattering and

MEC contributions to the cross section at high missing-energy



values. First these contributions have to be calculated and

subtracted, before a direct interpretation of the data in

terms of sum rules can be made.

1.4.3 Magnetic elastic scattering from V and Ti

(L. Lapikds, P.K.A. de Witt Huberts; in collaboration

with the Saelay group)

An experiment has been started at very high momentum

transfer q = (3-4)fm~ of elastic magnetic scattering on V
49and Ti as an extension of the previous systematic study of

high multipolarity scattering from stretched configurations.

The underlying motivation is to provide new constraints for

meson-exchange and isobar-current calculations in heavy nuclei.

Very low counting rate data out to q = 4 fm~ show

the second maximum of the M7 form factor of V. There is im-

pressive agreement with a new sophisticated MEC calculation of

Desplangues. This calculation for the first time includes ten-

sor correlations as driving force for high momentum components.

The inclusion of p and TT exchange in the meson-nucleon vertex

enhances the cross section appreciably. However, ground state

correlations need to be included in order to obtain a proper

normalisation of the form factor.

88 89 SO

1.4.4 Inelastic electron scattering from Sr, I and Zr

(L.T. van der Bigl, H. Blok, H.P. Blok (VU, Amster-

dam), C.W. de Jager (NIKHSF-K); in collaboration with

J. Heisenberg, 0. Sahwentker, J.F. Daw son (Univ. of

New Hampshire, USA))

At the Bates Linear Accelerator (MIT) (e,e') measure-

ments have been performed on the nuclei Sr, Y and Zr.

For Sr a total of 30 spectra have been obtained covering the

momentum transfer range 0.6 < <Ieff < 2.9 fm~ at forward angles

and 0.85 < q < 2.75 fm~ at 160°. The analysis of the spectra

up to 6.2 MeV excitation energy is finished.

The results indicate a 5~ state at 3.59 MeV and a 3~
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State at 4.23 MeV consistent with 1-values assigned in a
88Sr(p,p') study. The 4.37 MeV state is confirmed to be a 7~

state with configuration ir If^ ,2
 1gg/2"

 N e w assignments are:

4" (3.95 MeV), 5~ (4.17 MeV) and 8+ (5.65 MeV). The observa-

tion of this (Trlgn/O)
28+ state combined with the results for

' 90

the corresponding state at 3.59 MeV in Zr (see Figure 1.4.4.a)

allows to extract the filling of the ir<39/2 shell in both nuclei,

which is of importance <to check pairing distribution calcula-
88

tions. Preliminary results indicate that in Sr the Tg9/2

shell is more filled than is predicted by, for instance, broken-

pair model calculations. The measured form factors of several

states are being analyzed to extract transition densities.

These will be compared with those' of the corresponding
states in

culations.

90Zr and with the predictions by nuclear model cal-

The measured transition charge densities for the

7Tlf5/2 2p1/2 and 2p, /o E2 transitions in
89Y have

been used as effective single-particle densities to analyze
88

low energy E2 transitions in Sr, which are due to these same

single-particle transitions. An excellent description is
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+ 9nobtained. The 2 states in Zr can be described by a combina-
2 88

tion of (irlgg ,„) and Sr core excitations. These results have

been submitted for publication (0. Schwentker et al., submitted

to Phys. Rev. Lett.).

A discussion of the effective E5 single-particle

transition densities in Y and Zr, which yields information
90on configuration mixing in the ground state of Zr has been

published already (O. Schwentker et al., Fhys. Lett. 112B

(1982) 40).

1.4.5 Quenching of the M3 strength in the ground state of
65„
Cu

(A.M. Selig, L. Lapikäs,'P.K.A. de Witt Huberts; in

collaboration with T. Suzuki (Nihon University of

Tokyo))

Z. Physik A$07 (1982) 247

Abstract: Cross sections for elastic magnetic elec-

tron scattering from Cu and Cu have been obtained at mo-

mentum transfers 0.4 S q £ 0.9 fm~ . They are interpreted in

terms of the shell model with the inclusion of core-polariza-

tion and meson-exchange effects. Within this framework the

magnetic octupole moment is extracted from the data. In con-

trast to shell-model calculations wit", a closed Ni-core this

approach gives a fair description of both the magnetic dipole

moment and the magnetic form factor data. However, the same

calculation fails to reproduce the strong enhancement of the

guadrupole moment. At present, it is not yet understood what

is exactly missing in theory to give the proper description of

both the guadrupole moment and the magnetic octupole moment.

If.
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1.4.6 Momentum distribution of nuoleons in the deuteron

from the d(e,e'p)n reaction

(E. Jans; in collaboration with Saclay, Rome)

Nuol. Phys. A36S \1981) 349

Abstract: The nucleon momentum distribution in the

deuteron has been determined up to 340 MeV/c by measuring the

d(e,e'p)n reaction at an incident electron energy of 500 MeV.

The data are well described even above p = 200 MeV/c by the

most recent deuteron wave functions, in contrast with previous

(e,e'p) and (p,2p) results.

1.4.7 Eleatron-induaed deuteron disintegration at threshold

(E. Jans; in collaboration with Saclay, Rome, Basel)

Phys. Rev. Lett. 46_ (1982) 402

Abstract; Electro-excitation of the singlet S state

of the deuteron has been measured for the range of momentum
2 —2

transfer g = 6 - 1 9 fm , where meson-
tributions dominate the cross section.

l.S Instrumentation

2 —2
transfer g = 6 - 19 fm , where meson-exchange current con-

2.5.2 The 140 MeV, 180° scattering facility (LEF)

(A.J.H. DonnS, W. Heubers, G. van Middelkoop, T. Prins,

L. de Vries (VU,. Amsterdam), L. Jansen, L. Lapikds,

J. Noomen, J. Verheizen (NIKHEF-K))

The 180° scattering facility has been completed.

The beam parameters available are: energy 40 - 120 MeV; pulse-

width: 3 - 4 0 psec; repetition rate: 50/ 150, 250 Hz; mean

current: 0.5 - 40 pA; primary beam energy spectrum: 0.1 - 0.4%

and peak current: 0.5 - 8 mA. The transmission for an energy

slit setting of 0.3% varies from 90% at 40 MeV beam energy to

100% above 70 MeV. Some important test results are the follow-

ing: The experimental settings of the magnets in the beam

handling system are close to the theoretical values obtained

from "TRANSPORT" calculations. The fields of the dipole magnets

are determined by means of prototype ESR field probes. The
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beam spot at the target is less than 2 mm diameter. Most expe-

rimental parameter settings are controlled by a PDP 11/34 com-

puter.

The overlapping scintillator system has been tested

off-line with a Ru ß-source and on-line with electrons. The

best overall resolution obtained was 0.17%, measured with a

9 mg/cm2 27Al target, E b e a m = 45 MeV, <
A E/E) s l i t = 0.05% and

spot diameter 2 mm. The spectrometer calibration has been deter-

mined at 45 MeV and 82 MeV. The cross section calibration by

Ml excitation of the C 15.11 MeV level has been performed at

several beam energies. The analysis is in progress. The spectro-

meter solid angle to be used for 180° scattering has been en-

larged to 2.15 msr. A dipole magnet close to the Faraday cup

bends the beam vertically over a few degrees, thus preventing

back-scattered electrons from re-entering the spectrometer. With

this device the background level has been decreased by a fac-

tor 100 to 1 cnt/mC/array for 45 MeV and 0.2 cnts/mC/array for

82 MeV beam energy. These low background levels are a necessity

for performing 180° measurements. To increase the resolution of

the system the scintillator system will be replaced by a Multi-

wire Proportional Chamber (MWPC) of the MIT-type (see Bertozzi

et al., Nucl. Instr. 141 (1977) 457). The chamber is presently

under construction.its intrinsic resolution will be 1.10

which will improve the total instrumental resolution of the

180° system by a factor 2.

All control and interlock units of the cooling system,

vacuum system, target position, energy slits and spectrometer

field are being replaced by a Programmable Logic Controller

(PLC) system.

2.5.2 The S00 MeV beam handling system (AFBU)

(J.W.A. den Eevder, G. Luijekx, R. Maas)

A fair amount of experience has been obtained in

operating AFBU. Tuning procedures for various parts of AFBU

have been refined. The result is a considerable reduction of

the time needed to deliver the beam with resolution of better
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-4

than 1.10 at target location (typically a few hours). Addi-

tion of field-measuring equipment for the bending magnets is

I. expected to shorten this time considerably.

; Measurements indicate that the accelerator phase space

is according to specification: e £ 0.15 mm.mrad (which corres-

., ponds to a contribution of £ 5.10"3 to the resolution). Pre-
; sently, a method to control the orientation of the phase ellipse

, is investigated since the width control of the beam at target

•s location depends upon this orientation. One beam profile moni-

tor has been re-positioned in order to facilitate phase ellipse

(2ire ) measurements.

i 1.5.3 The 500 MeV end station >(EMIN)

•{

•;'•' 1.5. 3.a The QDD and QDQ speetrometers

(H. Boer Rookhuizen, C.W. de Jager, P.H.M. Keizer,

J. Kuijt, J.B. van der Laan, G. Luijckx, C.W.J.Noote-

boom, H. de Vries)

Both spectrometers have been extensively tested. The

magnetic field measurements as well as the actual measurements

with scattered electrons indicate that both spectrometers fully

meet their design specification. The results of these tests have

been presented at the Workshop on High-Resolution, Large Accep-

tance spectrometers (Argonne, Sept, 1981, ANL/PHY-81-2).

The intrinsic resolution of the spectrometers is of
-4 -4

the order of 1 x 10 and 2.5 x 10 for the QDD and QDQ, res-

pectively. Software corrections for kinematic broadening effects

and remaining spectrometer aberrations have been applied on

spectra taken with the QDD; an overall resolution of 7.5 x 10

has been obtained. More details are given in section 1.2, which

presents high-resolution single arm and coincidence experiments.
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1.5.3.b Focal -plane detection systems

(E. Blok, P.C. Dunn, E. Kok, P.K.A. de Witt Huberts)

The multiwire drift chambers, with a total of -v 1800

wires, are operational in the full 10% momentum range of both

QDD and QDQ focal planes.

Fine channels of 0.25 mm width are defined by a triple

drifttime interpolation algorithm implemented in a three-dimen-

sional look-up table module with an event processing cycle of

250 ns. Full particle-trajectory reconstruction with intrinsic

2.5 10 momentum resolution and ^ 4 mr angular resolution has

thus been accomplished. The novel look-up table approach has

resulted in an improved fine channel response function (mean

scatter of relative fine-channel efficiencies of *v» 15%) . One

function of the scintillator-Cerenkov ' trigger system is to

reduce background. The background level achieved for the QDD

is equivalent to dcf /dtodE = 10 cm2/sr/MeV with a 100 mg/cm
12C target.

The trigger detectors designed for hadron detection

in the QDQ focal plane are now in final shape. Particle

identification is accomplished by dE/E and E scintillator stacks

and a hic£iefficiency (17 photoelectron equivalent for fully

relativistic particles) aerogel Cerenkov detector. Intersspectro-

meter coincidence timing between scintillators has been opti-

mized close to the design value of 800 ps FWHM.

1.5.3.a Data handling

(W. Kegel (Infonet, Amsterdam), J.E.P. de Bie,

H. Blok, C.W. de Jager, P.H.M. Reiser)

The electron scattering facility is controlled by an

Experiment Control Machine (ECM). Although this machine is

linked to the accelerator control network, it is not integrated

in it. The configuration consists of a DEC PDP 11/34 with

128 kw memory, a 10 Mb disk (DEC RL02), a printer/plotter, a

125 ips tape unit and a graphics display unit. The interface

to the experimental equipment is through CÄMAC utilizing one
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system and two branch crates. UNIX is used as operating system,

while for real-time applications - mainly for message-handling

purposes in the network - a stripped modification called FENIX

is available. Most programs were written in C. Pascal is also

available.

The value and status of each controllable variable

are recorded in a local resident database. Groups of variables

are controlled by separate processes, which can communicate

through pipes. The only data which have to be handled with a

fast response, are those from the detection system. Those data

are buffered in three 16 kw CAMAC memories, for each spectro-

meter a histogram memory and a third memory for the list mode

of operation where the full event descriptor (11 words per

event) is buffered. The main controllable variables are:

- the power supplies of the quadrupoles, dipoles, auxiliary

coils and multipole of the spectrometers;

- the magnetic field measuring devices (NMR for the dipoles,

Hall for the quadrupoles) of the spectrometers;

- the target height and angle;

- the solid angle defining slits;

- the integrator for the toroid monitor CM503.

A normal experimental run consists of the following steps:

1) cycle the spectrometer dipoles and set the magnetic fields;

2) select target angle and solid-angle defining slits;

3) select target;

4) select measuring mode (spectrum, list mode or both);

5) select a preset charge and start the measurement;

6) during measurement monitor magnetic fields and if using list

mode, read out CAMAC memory when half full and store data

on magnetic tape;

7) when preset charge has been collected, read out detector

data and store, together with a copy of the data base.

During a measurement it is possible to perform trans-

formations and checks on part of the data being taken (depend-

ing on the count rate) and display the data collected so far.

For single-arm list-mode data a program is available that

applies off-line corrections for kinematical broadening and
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spectrometer optical aberrations. Coincidence list-mode data

can be transformed off-line into energy, momentum, time and

pulse-height spectra with a typical processing rate of 50

events/sec.

A number of application routines have been implemented.

During a measurement the electron trajectories in the neigh-

bourhood of the focal plane can be visualized to ease tuning

of the spectrometers. Efficiency corrections can be applied to

measured spectra. Isolated peaks can be integrated and the in-

tegral transformed into a cross section value after applica-

tion of all necessary corrections.

1.5. S.d. Other end station equipment

(E. Boer Rookhuiaen, C.W. de Jager, J.B. van der Laan,

G. Luijakxj C.W.J. Noteboom, H. de Vries)

The scattering chamber has now been in operation for

two years. The vacuum coupling to the spectrometers is made out

of rubber to allow a margin of at least 10 nun in both the ver-

tical and the horizontal plane. The synchronization of the

sliding bands with the spectrometer rotation has worked satis-

factorily. Minor modifications to the sliding band support and

vacuum seal are being executed to eliminate the final short-

comings .

The vacuum-valve/solid-angle defining slit combina-

tions for each of the spectrometers are operating to satis-

faction .

The toroid absolute current monitor system has been

so successful, that the decision was made not to install a

Faraday Cup, but a back-up toroid monitor.
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1.6 Test results

1.6.1 Test results with the eoineidenae apparatus

(H.P. Blok (VU, Amsterdam), A.W. Bronkhorst, P.C. Dunn,

J.W.A. den Herder, E. Jans, P.H.M. Keizer, L. Lapikds,

L. Prins, E.M.N. Quint, P.K.A. de Witt Huberts)

The main part of the tests with the coincidence in-

strumentation was spent on optimizing the missing-energy,recoil

-momentum and coincidence time resolution. Further tests con-

sisted of energy calibration and determination of absolute

detection efficiency. For resolution optimization we determined

a large number (up to fifth order),of spectrometer matrix ele-

ments from measured dipole and guadrupole field configurations.

These numbers serve as input values for the coincidence data

handling program that reconstructs from the wire chamber read-

out data the momentum vectors at the target, while simultane-

ously performing directionality tests and setting other win-

dows. Accepted events (typical rate 1 Hz) are then further pro-

cessed and sorted into missing-energy, recoil- momentum and

time spectra.

In order to minimize the contribution of the initial-

beam spread to the missing energy resolution we designed a no-

vel dispersion matching (DM) technique for coincidence experi-

ments (L. LapikSs, P.K.A. de Witt Huberts, Proc. Symp. on

"Perspectives in Electro- and Photo-Nuclear Physics", Saclay

1980). Its performance is shown in Figure 1.6.1.a, where the

missing energy spectrum of a H(e,e'p) experiment is given for

a 280 MeV primary beam in achromatic mode (DB = 0 cm/%) and in

dispersion matching mode (D„ = 7.5 cm/%); in both cases the

beam slit setting was 0.2%. We find a FWHM of 650 keV =

A/ 0.2% x 280 MeV in the achromatic case and 150 keV in the DM

case, which is close to the theoretical lower limit of 100 keV

set by other contributions such as straggling (30 keV), path-

length differences (50 keV) in the CH2 target and intrinsic

resolution of the spectrometers (60 keV for both).

The main contribution (19 MeV/c) to the recoil-
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momentum resolution comes from the component out of the reac-

tion place, which is unsharp due to uncertainty in the origin

of the event in the vertically dispersed spot. Together with

other contributions from angular resolution in both spectro-

meters we find an overall recoil-momentum (p ) resolution of

10 MeV/c, which suffices for accurate determination of the re-

coil term p /2Ma , in the missing energy expression.

The raw coincidence time resolution (5 ns) is shown

in Figure 1.6.A.b. The data handling program builds a correct-

ed time spectrum from these raw data by applying a correction

for flight-time differences for the particles in both spectro-

meters calculated from the full trajectory reconstruction des-

cribed above and the deduced partible velocities. The result-

ing corrected time resolution (1 ns) is close to the lower

limit (0.8 ns) set by the scintillators that constitute the

fast coincidence trigger system and by a contribution from

multiple scattering in the spectrometer exit foils. The achiev-

ed time resolution and the presently available duty factor

(0.5 - 1.0%) reduce the accidental to real ratio below the 5%

level, even for the high peak currents (> 5 mA) used.

The absolute coincidence detection efficiency was

determined from the kinematically overdetermined H(e,e'p)

reaction. From a comparison of the single arm electron spec-

trum and the coincidence spectrum we find an absolute detection

efficiency of 99 ± 3%. From this H(e,e'p) reaction and from

the position of known peaks in the missing-energy spectra of
12 51 90

C, V and Zr (see 1.2.11) we could also perform a simul-

taneous energy calibration of QDD and QDQ spectrometers and

the beam handling system.
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1.6.2 Negative pion detection

(P.C. Dunn, P.K.A. de Witt Huberts; in collaboration

with Universität Mainz and Rensselaer Folyteahnio

Institute)

In connection with approved proposals to measure it~

electroproduction cross sections on C leading to N(g.s.)

measurements need to be carried out at a constant q of about

1 fm for electron energies varying from 200 MeV (at 70°) to

360 MeV (at 35°).

An array consisting of 3 scintillators in coincidence

and an aerogel Cerenkov counter was used to trigger the four
t

wire chambers in the QDQ spectrometer. Despite reduced effi-

ciency in the Cerenkov counter, probably due to water absorp-

tion in the aerogel, and lack of iime-and pulse-height infor-

mation in the counters for each event, electron rejection ratios

of 10 were obtained. Under these circumstances it was possible

to separate negative pions clearly at angles up to 60°.
Furthermore, it was shown that the C cross section is in

-35 2
agreement with estimates, roughly 10 cm /sr/MeV at a few
MeV below the endpoint, and thus large enough to be measured

within the allotted time. Electron cross sections were also

measured for angles up to 38°. Although somewhat larger than

estimated in the proposals, they will not prohibit the measure-

ments .

Measurement of the (e,7i ) cross section on hydrogen

yields a preliminary result which is within 30% of the well

known value, indicating that system calibrations are in reason-

able shape.

Replacement of the aerogel material in the Cerenkov

counter and incorporation of *DC and TDC information for

each event are expected to yield an electron rejection ratio

of 30.000.
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2 PHYSICS WITH PIONS, MUONS AND BARYONS

(J.M, Bailey and G. van Middelkoop (VV): scientific

group VeadeTsi U. van Dantzig: coordinator)

2.1 Introduction

The technical facilities for in-house experiments

with pions and muons have advanced considerably since the pre-

vious (IKO) Annual Report. There was a serious delay due to

the inability of the manufacturer to deliver the quadrupole

magnets and bending magnets for the beam channels within the

agreed conditions. Using the obtained half-products, the mag-

nets were completed with help of outside contractors. The pion

channel (constructed by the Free University (VU) at Amsterdam)

and the muon channel - with a provisional extraction - are

nearly completed. Preparations for beam tests at the end of

the year are well under way.

During the construction phase of the pion-muon faci-

lity experiments have been performed with pion and muon beams

at CERN, SIN and Saclay. These experiments are part of the in-

ternational collaborations in which NIKHEF participates on a

modest scale. The main subjects of the investigations are:

pionic- and muonic-atoms, muon-induced nuclear excitation and

fission and low-energy pion scattering. In addition, some old

three-nucleon work has been interpreted on the basis of a new

theoretical analysis. New work initiated involves preparation

for experiments at the antiproton (LEAR) facility at CERN, and

at the irM3-channel at SIN.
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2.2 Pion-tnuon facility

(H. Arnold, I. Lefevere, E.V.A. Lingeman (NIKHEF),

T.J. Ketel, P.A. Mul, CD. van Rooden CVU))

The pion-muon facility is centred around s pion-

production zone situated five metres below ground lfcvel at the

end of a dedicated high-power electron beam line of MEA. Pions

produced in the pion production (pp) target are captured in

two magnetic channels at ^120 ,with 45 upward slopes; one op-

timized for transport of pions, the other for the generation

of a muon-beam by pions decaying in-flight inside a five metres

long superconducting solenoid.

i •

2.2.1 The pion-produation area \

A MEA beam-line has been installed and is ready to j

deliver a high intensity electron beam to the pion production i

area. The beam will hit the pp target consisting of a rotating

copper disk obtained from the ALS (Sacüay). After having passed

the target the electron beam is captured in a watercooled dump.

Presently a preliminary 30 cm 0 dump has been installed. A 100

cm 0 dump to enable running at maximum intensity and duty cycle

has been designed and taken in production.

2.2.2 The •pion ahannel

(Free University: W.H.A. Hesselink, E. Kappert,

J.B.R. Berkhout, T.J. Ketel, G. van Middelkoop,

F.A. Mut, CD. van Rooden)

The production and assembly of the quadrupole and

dipole magnets, to a large extent in our institute (see above),

has been completed. Rotating coil measurements of the quadru-

pole magnets show negligible higher-order components (* 0.1%).

For the dipole magnets field maps (relative accuracy 0.1%)

have been measured. The beam line, including a beam stop, three f

slits and a degrader system, has been completed mechanically

and electrically. The computer-controlled vacuum system has

been thoroughly tested and debugged.
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Fig. 2.1 Vertical cross section of the magnetic channel for

pions. The quadrupole magnets are labeled Q,-Q7, the

bending magnets B^Bj. The incoming primary electron

beam, indicated by e~, impinges at an angle of 117°

with respect to the axis of QX,Q2- The experimental

target position is indicated by T. The total length

of the channel amounts to 10.7 m.

The first section of the channel (see Fig. 1) con-

sisting of two quadrupoles and one dipole (QQD) has been put

into position after the components had been aligned optically

to a precision of 0.1 mm. The sloping part (QQQD) which also

contains the beam stop, slits and degrader has been aligned

and is ready to be moved into position, as is the last quadru-

pole doublet. The final positioning procedure is facilitated

by a rail system described in the IKO Annual Report 1979.

The water cooling system for the magnets as well as
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the coupling of the power supplies to the magnets has been com-

pleted. Testing of the channel is planned for late 1982.

2.2.3 The muon beam channel

(H. Arnold, R. van Dantzig, J. Konign, Y. Lefevere,

E.W.A. Lingeman, C. Schiebaan, T. Sluyk)

The channel consists of three main parts: the pion-

injection part, the superconducting solenoid (pion-muon conver-

sion) and the (muon) extraction part. The pion injection line

has been installed. It has a QQQ-QQD structure, producing an

image of the pion source volume at the entrance of the hori-

zontally placed solenoid. The 45° dipole magnet, the last ele-

ment of the injection line, has a second exit in the vertical

direction to allow a pion beam with alternative sign to be

used parasitically for detector tests. The superconducting >

solenoid has been completed and tested up to 1000 AmpSre,

which is well over the specifications (800 A) corresponding to

5 T field. For the first beam tests a QQQ-DQQ configuration

will be used for muon extraction from the solenoid.

2.3 Experiments

2.3.1 Experimental facilities at the pion channel

(Free University: J.B.R. Berkhout, W.H.A. Hesselink,

W. Heubers, T.J. Ketel, G. van Middelkoop)

Two (out of a total of four) AE - 3E, Si(Li)-intrin-

sic Ge-telescopes (Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory) have arrived.

Adequate cooling of the telescopes (95 K), to be mounted in a

1 m diameter scattering chamber (ir+ scattering and (ir+,2p)

reaction experiments) has been achieved by using a copper braid
2

of 40 cm length and 1.0 cm effective cross section connecting

the telescope support on a rotatable arm with a liquid nitro-

gen cold finger.

Multi-wire proportional chambers and drift chambers

for appropriate angle determination, designed and constructed

at the Nuclear Physics Department of the University of Techno-

logy at Delft, are presently being tested.
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A design study of beam hodoscopes for momentum and

incident angle determination has been completed. The response

of 0.5 mm thick Ne 110 plastic scintillator strips (5 mm wide,

100 mm long) exposed to few MeV electrons and 24 MeV protons

has been measured. The detection efficiency for pions amounts

to more than 98%.

The 1 m diameter scattering chamber, including the

liquid nitrogen cooling system and supports for telescopes

and multi-wire chambers, is about ready to be transported to

the experimental site.

The on-line computer (PDP 11/34) system has been

further developed. It now includes a command-interface and

graphic display software. New software has been implemented

for real time handling of CAMAC processes, thereby improving

the data rates that can be handled.

2.3.2 Pionic atoms

(B. d'Aohard van Ensohut, C.W.E. van Eig'k, C.T.A.M.

de Laat, W. Lourens (TH-Delft), J.B.R. Berkhout,

W.H.A. Hesselink, T.J. Ketel (VU), R. van Dantzig,

W. Duinkev, J. Konion, E.W.A. Lingeman, G. van Middel-

koop (NIKHEF-K))

For pionic X-ray measurements - mainly to deduce

hadronic shifts and widths for targets such as Mg, Al, Au and

Hg - the existing Compton suppression y- and X-ray spectrometer

will be used. A large intrinsic Ge-detector to be used with

this system has been ordered. The detector setup has been

tested and made ready for installation in the pion-area. Past

data-acquisition hardware and software for the PDP 11/34 system

has essentially been completed and reached the testing stage.

The necessary pion-beam telescopes manufactured in-house at

NIKHEF-H have been tested successfully and are ready for use.

The y-background caused by nuclear capture of target

related neutrons has been tested in a run at CERN. For the y/X-

ray spectra timing and energy were measured in correlation with

the primary pions detected in the beam telescope. The prelimina-

ry results show that significant reduction of peaks in the
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spectrum caused by neutron capture in the detector and its en-

vironment can be obtained.

2.3.3 Muonia atoms

(H. d'Achard van Ensohut, C.W.E. van Eijk, C.T.A.M.

de Laatj W. Louvens (TR-Delft), J.B.R. Berkhout,

W.E.A. Hesselink, T.J. Ketel, G. van Middelkcop (VV),

R. van Dantzig, W. Duinker, J. Konijn, E.W.A. Lingeman

(NIKHEF-K))

Beam telescopes have been constructed and tested.

For muonic X-ray measurements a thin window Low Energy Photon

Spectrometer(LEPS) detector and the large volume intrinsic

Ge-detector are available and ready for installation in the

muon area.

To study nuclear effects induced by decay of a

bound Is muon, a detection system covering a large solid angle,

consisting of concentric cylindrical plastic and Cerenkov de-

tectors is under construction.

The first measurements - as soon as a sufficiently

intense muon beam is available - aim at essentially model in-

dependent determination of nuclear guadrupole moments and of

isomeric and isotopic shifts.

2.3.4 Nuclear Muon Capture

(C.W.E. van Eijjk, C.T.A.M. de Laat, W. Lourens (TH-

Delft), J. van der Pluym (VV)t R. van Vantzig,

J. van Goudoever, E.W.A. Lingeman (NIKHEF-K))

Preparations are in progress for measurements on

nuclear p-capture. A large position sensitive detector consist-

ing of 20 scintillating rods 1 m length and 18 x 18 cm cross

section with photo-multipliers at both ends has been obtained

from the university of Bologna. First tests using a light pulser

and a ß-ray source have shown that a timing resolution of ty-

pically 1 ns can be achieved in the measurements. Further

tests to improve the longitudinal position resolution are in

progress.
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Preparations are made to test different methods for

obtaining a time-zero signal for neutron time-of-flight (TOF)

in the MEA environment: detection of nuclear recoils in a

live-target, detection of ji-capture y~rays and rescattering of

the neutron in a neutron detector.

2.3.5 Muon Spin rotation

(J.M. Bailey, R. van Dantzig, A.A.M. Kuijk, E.W.A.

Lingemanj in collaboration with R.I. Grynszpan,

Centre d'Etudes de Chimie M&tallurgique, Vitry-sur-

Seine, France and the CERN ]iSR-collaboration)

Experiments are in preparation in the field of trans-

verse field ySR for solid state research. In a first setup a

dipole magnet will be used with the magnetic field oriented

horizontally and with a cryostat mounted vertically. A pSR

testrun has been made at the linear electron accelerator in

Saclay. One of us (A.A.M. Kuijk) has participated in an expe-

riment of the ySR-collaboration at CERN.

2.4 International collaborations

2.4.1 Muon Induced fission

(J. Konijn, J.C.M.N. de Ronde; in collaboration with

P. David, H. Janszen, T. Johansson, T. Krogulski,

T. Mayer-Kuckuk, C.Petitjean, S. Polikanov, H.W.

Reist, G. Tibell)

Experiments at SIN (Zürich) have been performed to

obtain more information on radiationless transitions in the
o o o

muonic cascade for U with respect to the probability of

inducing fission. The main conclusions drawn sofar are the

following. The data are consistent with a 3d + Is radiationless

contribution (74 ± 15)% to the total prompt fission probability.

The assumed presence of the muon in the Is orbit during fission

is consistent with a suppression of fission and a corresponding

increase in the Tn/rf ratio by one order of magnitude as com-

pared to photo-fission. This is to be expected from augmentation
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of the fission barrier when a ls-muon is present. The probabi-

lity for the 3d •*• Is radiationless transition is (14 + 5)% in

agreement with a recent theoretical prediction.

In collaboration with a group from the University of

Bonn mass distributions for fission fragments were measured

both for prompt and delayed fission. A significant difference

was observed with regard to the number of symmetric fission

events, which are much more frequent in the case of delayed

fission.

2.4.2 Low energy pion scattering on few-nualeon systems

(E.W.A. Lingeman; in collaboration with B. Balestri,

P.Y. Bertin, B. Coupat, G. Fournier, A. Girard,

J. Miller, J. Pioard, B. Saghai, P. Vernin (ALS,

Saolay), K.K. Seth (North Western Univ., USA))

The previous angular distribution measurements con-
+ - 4

cerning pion scattering (TT and ir ) on He at energies of

51 MeV and 25 MeV have been analysed. Using the same target

and detector setup a series of rr and ir measurements has been

performed on He at energies of 65, 45 and 25 MeV and at scat-

tering angles between 30 and 143 . Preliminary results were

presented at the Int. Conf. on Nucl. Structure in Amsterdam,

1982.

2.4.3 Experiments with antiprotons (preparations)

(J.M. Bailey, J. Kluyver, J. Konijn, E.W.A.•Lingeman,

H. Veerman)

Within the frame of international CERN collaborations

members of the pion-muon group participate in preparations and

tests for three LEAR (Low Energy Antiproton Ring) experiments.

For experiment PS 172, a mini-hodoscope with twenty 1 mm thick

scintillators is in development to be used as trigger counter

inside the strong magnetic field of a polarized target. The

purpose of the planned experiments is to obtain accurate data

on pp scattering and reactions over a range of energies below
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1 GeV. Tests have been performed at CERN as preparations for

CERN experiment PS 174, in which the Röntgen radiation will be

measured accurately for pp and pd atoms. Preparations started

also for PS 177 (a CERN-NIKHEF-GrenoblejSaclay-Swierk-Uppsala

collaboration) which aims to search for heavy hypernuclei pro-

duced by pN annihilations. Kaons emitted in the decay process

of antiprotonic atoms could possibly interact with the resi-

dual nucleus and undergo a strangeness exchange reaction. The

A-hyperon may then be attached to the nucleus forming a hyper-

nucleus. A signature of its decay would be delayed fission.

2.4.4 Few Nualeon studies

The reaction p+d •* ppn at E = 50 MeV (BOL-studies)

(R. van Dantzig, R. Moddemeiger; in collaboration

with J.A. Tjon, C. Stolk (Univ, Utrecht))

Measurements with the BOL-multidetector array by

Blommestijn et al. (Nucl. Phys. A365 (1981) 202) have been sub-

jected to further theoretical analysis, using amplitudes cal-

culated by Stolk and Tjon (Nucl. Phys. A.295 (1978) 384) and by

Kloet and Tjon (Nucl. Phys. A210 (1973) 380). The theoretical

predictions are compared with the data and with each other.

The Stolk and Tjon calculation, based on the full Reid Soft

Core N-N potential (the S-wave part treated in an exact Fad-

deev formalism and higher partial-wave contributions pertur-

batively) gives generally improvement, except for regions of

very low cross section.

A special study has been made of the structure and

origin of the so-called "deep minimum" in the breakup cross

section, which can be understood in terms of direct interfe-

rence of p-p and p-n quasi-free scattering, while phenomeno-

logically taking into account screening and rescattering (Proc.

Int. Conf. on Nucl. Structure, Amsterdam 1982).
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Bound states of neutrons and ir 's?

(R.van Dantzig, J.M. van der Velden)

We have discussed the possibility that clusters of

neutrons and one or more rr 's might form hadronically bound

clusters with a life-time of the order of that of the free

pion or longer. Theoretical and experimental backgrounds and

phenomena relevant for production and detection of these hypo-

thetical negatively charged nuclear fragments have been stu-

died. A search for such particles is in preparation at SIN.

Isospin-aligned configurations of nuoleons and

pions >

(R. van Dantzig)

On the basis of current estimates for A-N and A-A

interactions certain combinations of A's and nucleons may form

"true" bound states, the total binding being sufficient to

prevent pion emission and the configuration being chosen such

that pion absorption is not possible. Configurations with full

isospin alignment (neutrons and A 's, protons and A 's and

charge conjugated systems could satisfy the above requirements.

If such particles (here called "deltons") could exist they would

be of great value to study the IT nuclear interaction in the

absence of absorption. Deltons might be very "reactive" when

traversing normal matter and could therefore be considered as

candidates for low-Z "anomalons" (Proc. Int. Conf. on Nucl.

Structure, Amsterdam, 1982, p. 211).
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3 THEORY

(Groupleader: J.H. Kooh)

3.1 Introduction

In 1981 the theory group was expanded by two addi-

tional scientists. Collaboration with several foreign groups

continues.

3.2 Deep-inelastic electron scattering from nuclei

(T. de Fove8tt Jr., W.C. Hermans)

The study of the effects of exchange currents in

deep-inelastic electron scattering'was continued. A set of

computer programs has been prepared, which yield a consistent

calculation of the inclusive (e,e') cross section over the

entire energy loss spectrum: the guasi-elastic peak, the dip

region and pion production peak.

3.3 Off-shell electron-nucleon cross sections: The

impulse approximation

(T. de Forest, Jr., submitted to Nuclear Physics)

Abstract? With the goal of improving the analysis

of quasi-elastic (e,e') and (e,e'N) experiments, ambiguities

in the impulse approximation are investigated by comparing

various off-shell extrapolations of the Rosenbluth cross sec-

tion. It is found that these ambiguities are especially large

for low incident electron energies and momentum transfer and

that they can be reduced by applying various physical con-

straints, such as those due to Lorentz invariance and current

conservation. In particular the latter is important: most off-

shell cross sections that have been used do not treat this

correctly and, as a consequence, in the limit of the photon

point give infinite photoabsorption cross sections.
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3.4 Photo-absorption on nuclei and Compton scattering in

the region of the A-resonance

(J.H. Koch, in collaboration with E.J. Moniz (M.I.T.))

The isobar-hole formation is applied to the absorp-

tion of real photons on light nuclei and to Compton scattering.

Effects due to A-propagation, binding, Pauli blocking and

coupling to many-hole states are included.Comparison with the

preliminary Bonn data is made.

3.5 Quasi-elastic electron scattering at intermediate

energies

(J.H. Koch, N. Ohtsuka)i

By extending the photoabsorption calculation to

virtual photons, we obtain the inclusive (e,e') cross section.

This requires changes in the single nucleon (y ,ir) operator and

in the A-propagator.

3.6 Coherent TT° photoproduetion on light nuclei

(J.H. Koch, in collaboration with E.J. Moniz (M.I.T.))

We calculate the coherent (Yfir") cross section for
2
C at intermedi

mechanisms are induced.

4 12He and C at intermediate energies. Non-resonant production

3.7 Response function theory for spin-dependent

excitations

(H. Sagawa)

The distribution of the transition strength of spin

dependent excitation through the operator r (a x Y^) is

examined for the doubly-magic nuclei Ca, Zr and Pb.

Excitation energies are in reasonable agreement with the recent

experimental results from (p,n) and (e,e') reactions.



3.8 RPA calculation of Gamow-Teller and Ml states in-

eluding L-hole excitation

(H. Sagawa, in collaboration with Nguyen van Giai,

Orsay; Phys. Lett. 113B (1982) 119)

Abstract: The selfconsistent RPA model with Skyrme

type interactions is extended to include a A-hole excitations.

Energies and transitions strengths of Gamow-Teller Ml states

are studied systematically. We find that the combined effects

of RPA correlations and A-hole excitation decrease the transi-

tion strengths by about 35%.

3.9 The quenching of spin-dipole transition strength

due to isobar hole mixings

(H. Sagawa, in collaboration with T. Suzuki and

C. Gaarde, Niels Bohr Institute; Phys. Lett. B_,

in press)

Abstract; The effects of A (1232) and L = 1 baryon

resonances on the quenching of spin-dipole (rY,cr) excitation

are studied based on the quark model. The couplings between

L = 1 baryon resonances and nucleons are shown to be minor

effects. The A-hole coupling decreases the transition strengths

of spin-dipole states by 27%.

3.10 Deformed independent particle model and yrast

spectra in the Gd region

(H. Sagawa, in collaboration with T. Drfssing

(Nordita) and K. Neergard (Univ. of Giessen))

Yrast spectra in nuclei around Gd have been stu-

died in the framework of the deformed independent particle

model. We pointed out the importance of pairing correlation

and deformation change to construct the yrast configurations.

The measured guadrupole moments and spin gyromagnetic ratios

of several isomers in Gd isotopes provide an empirical veri-

fication of the claculated results.
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3.11 Incorporating pion effects into the naive quark model

(N. Ohtsuka, in collaboration with Y. Nogamij Ma-

Master University; Phye. Rev. D_t in press)

Abstract; A hybrid of the naive nonrelativistic quark

model and the Chew-Low model is proposed. The pion is treated

as an elementary particle that interacts with the "baryon-core"

through the Chew-Low interaction. It turns out that the baryon-

core radius has to be as large as 0.8 fin, and consequently,

the cut-off momentum for the pion-baryon interaction is

^ 3 in . Reasonable agreement is obtained for baryon masses,

magnetic moments and the nucleon charge radii.

3.12 Calculation of electron scattering form factors from

shell model wave functions

(W.C. Hermans (EMIN Rep. 8202/01 and 8S0S/01)

The calculation of form factors from nuclear model .

wave functions is in principle a straightforward affair. Due to

lack in uniformity of conventions concerning phase factors,

factors of the type (2j + 1), etc., it is a problem that needs

careful treatment in practice. An internal report was prepared

giving prescriptions for conversion of shell model matrix ele-

ments as given by the Utrecht group to a form suitable for

treatment by the available versio.i of the computer code FORKS.

A conversion code is in preparation.

3.13 Atomic masses for pure nuclides

(G. Audi, K. Bos, A.B.. Wapstra)

A number of important mass spectroscopic determina-

tions of atomic masses of alkali isotopes has been published

by the Paris ISOLDE group. As published, the new data could not

easily be combined with other data in a least square calcula-

tion intended to get best values for atomic masses. In a colla-

boration with the Paris group, the results have therefore been

reformulated and, in some cases, slightly corrected.

Several of these measurements give averages of the

masses of two isomeric states of the same nuclide that could
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not be seprated. The existing least squares computer program

can not easily handle such cases. Using the trick of assigning
90 Q 0other element symbols for such mixtures (e.g. As for Rb +

Rb), the old program could still be used and several calcu-

lations have been made this way. This trick, though, caused

several rather curious and spurious decay and reaction energy

values in the output tables, which makes them unfit for publi-

cation. Yet, quite useful data have been obtained in this way,

most recently in January 1982. The output table of (only) nuc-

lear masses in this calculation could easily be cleared from

these spurious results. The main defect in the resulting table

is a 15 keV uncertainty in the masses with mass numbers around

A = 200. This uncertainty is caused by a systematic difference

between recent mass spectroscopic measurements on the masses

of Kg isotopes and somewhat earlier mass spectroscopic measu-

rements on nearby elements, which, in our opinion, are not

less dependable.

The cleaned January 1982 mass table has been made

available, also on magnetic tapes to several colleagues and

institutions, foremost among them the Nuclear Data Center in

Brookhaven. In return, this Center now provides us monthly

with selected "Recent References", taking over a service en-

joyed earlier from the Nuclear Data Group in Oak Ridge.

In view of the above mentioned difficulty, work was

started on rewriting the computer programs. We decided to do

so as (main) part of a somewhat more general plan for moderniz-

ing the programs both for the mass adjustment and for upkeep

of the input data files. A very large part of this work has

been and will be performed by Dr. G. Audi, partly during a

stay at this Institute. It is expacted that a publishable set

of tables will be produced in the first half of 1983.

Together with Dr. E.R. Cohen (of fundamental atomic

constants fame) a study was completed of the best way for

reducing primary data on nuclear reaction energies to values

ihat can be combined with mass spectroscopic data. Rather re-

markably, in combining energy data as published up to now with

a mass-energy conversion constant, it is more nearly correct to
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disregard the experimental uncertainty in this constant than

to take it into account.
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4 RADIO- AND NUCLEAR CHEMISTRY

4.1 Introduction

During 1981, still little beam time was available in

our Low Energy Chemistry Facility (LECH). Most of the irradia-

tions were therefore performed at other institutes: SIN (Swit-

zerland) , UCL (Louvain-la-Neuve), Laboratory for Nuclear Phy-

sics (Gent), Free university (Amsterdam), KVI (Groningen), ECN

(Petten), IRI (Delft), Robert van de Graaff Laboratory (RUU,

Utrecht). During 1982 a start was made with the implementation

of
211
of our program in LECH and several investigations ( ' Br,

At) were completed.

The final permission for building a new chemistry la-

boratory near the High Energy Chemistry Facility (HECH) was re-

ceived.

4.2 Hot atom chemistry

The main research- was focussed on organic systems,

using halogen and tritium atoms - but also muonium atoms (Sec-

tion 4.7) - recoiling in liquid arenes and chloroalkanes (Sec-
32

start was made with the study of the chemical reactions of P,
32formed through beta-decay of Si.

Reactions of Radioactive Recoil Atoms with (Halo)

ethylenes

(G.A. Brinkman, accented by Chemical Review)

Contents

I. Introduction V. Muonium

II. Fluorine VI. Bromine, Iodine

III. Chlorine VII. Carbon, Silicon

IV. Tritium VIII. Oxygen, Sulfur, Nitrogen

IX. References
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4.2.1 Reactions of recoil T atoms

Recoil T atoms were produced in the nuclear reactors

of ECN (Petten) and IRI (Delft) by the Li(n,a)T nuclear reac-

tion, using glass powder, containing 7% natural Li. The dia-

meter of the grains is smaller than 40 ]xm, the range of the

2.7 MeV T atoms.

Reactions of recoil T atoms with liquid ohloro-

i ethylenes

'• (J.Th. Veenboer, G.A. Brinkman, accepted by Radio-

) chimica Acta)

• Abstract: The reactions of recoil T atoms with liquid

• chloroethylenes lead to average yields of 9% inorganic T, 4% HT,

24% (C., + C2) compounds and 63% polymers. The « ^ + C2) com-

pounds are mainly formed through reactions of energetic T atoms,

either by direct substitution or by more complex reaction se-

quences. I, increases the yield of T to 47% and decreases the

yield of polymers to 26%, indicating that about 40% of the reac-

tions proceed via thermal T atom addition.

Reactions of recoil tritium with liquid chloro—

methanes

(J.Th. Veenboer, G.A. Brinkman, accepted by Radio-

ahimica Acta)

Abstract; The reactions of recoil T atoms with CH-Cl-,

CHC1- and CC1. are investigated. The yields of HT and of pro-

ducts arising from substitution of H and Cl atoms are in the

order of 1 - 3%. The total organic yield in CC1, is about 1%;

most of the recoil T atoms become thermalised and react with

radiolytically produced C1-. If small amounts of unsaturated

compounds are present the organic yield increases to about 90%

due to the addition of thermal T atoms to the olefinic bonds.

With 2 mol% I2 the organic yield is about 45% due to reactions

with radiolytically produced C2C14. The organic yields in

CHC13 and CH2C12 are about 100%, mainly due to the reactions of

thermal T atoms with radiolytically produced C2C14 and C2H2C12.
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In the presence of 2 mol% I2 the organic yields decrease to

about 10%, due to the reaction of the T atoms with I2.

Reactions of hot and thermal T atoms with unsaturated

compounds

(J.Th. Veeriboer, G.A. Brinkman)

Recoil T atoms have been proved not (< 1%) to react

with liquid CC14: the atoms become thermalised and react with

radiolytically produced Cl2 to TCI. A comparitive study was

made between the reactions of hot and thermal (in excess CC1.)

T atoms with some unsaturated compounds. For the pure com-

pounds (hot reactions) the organic'yields are higher than 90%

(the yield of HT was not measured), in excess (90 - 95 mol%)

CC14, these yields are about 80 - 90% (Table 4.2.1).

Table 4.2.1 Organic yields for the reactions of hot and

thermal T atoms (organic yield + T = 100)

Compound

CHT ^

DMB 2 )

cis-1,2 C2H2C12

c2ci4

C6H6
C6H6 + X2

Hot T

(in pure compounds)

98 ± 1

98 ± 1

91 ± 1

9 7 + 1

97 ± 1

66 + 1

Thermal T

(excess CC14)

Mol %

additive

2

5

10

5

10

IC ± 2

Org. yield

90 ± 1

9 3 + 1

85 + 1

81 + 1

8 5 + 1

50 + 4

GLC and gelfiltration (Sephadex) experiments have proved that

for the pure compounds the organic yields consist for a large

fraction of monomeric compounds, mainly formed by T-for-H,Cl

subB-feitution reactions (CHT: 28, DMB: 72, cis-1,2 C2H2Cl2: 20,

C2C14: 40, CgHg: 48). For the thermal experiments in excess
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j t h e organic yields consist only for a minor fraction of

•{ monomeric compounds (DMB: 2, cis-1,2 C_H2C14: 4, CgH,: 6), the

I major fraction consists of high boiling compounds, indicating ,'.

'-.; that the main reaction channel of thermal T atoms is addition

1 to unsaturated bonds.

;•]

"{ 4.2.2 Reactions of recoil C atoms

(C.N.M. Bakker, G.A. Brinkman, E.L. Diemer)

Preliminary experiments were performed to investigate

the C labeled high boiling fraction in aromatic and unsatu-

rated compounds. In CgHgCl the yield are: monomers: 16%,

dimers: 5%, trimers: 7%, higher boiling polymers: 72%.

4.2.3 On the recoil chemistry of 0 in oxoanion salts

(L. Lindner, E.L. Diemer, K. Rössler (Institut für

Chemie (Nuklearahemie) der Kernforschungsanlage

Jülich))

Abstract: The distribution of 0 recoiling from

(n,2n) reactions, among molecular O O, ligand O and H, 0
15has been investigated in several salts of oxyanions. The 0 0

yield ranges from 0 - 54% and is critically dependent on the

bond dissociation energy of the oxygen linkage in the different

oxoanions. Possible mechanisms are presented.

4.2.4 Reactions of recoil mCl and Cl atoms

Recoil mCl atoms were produced in LECH by the

Cl(n,y) mCl nuclear reaction, Cl in the nuclear reactor
3 7 38

of ECN (Petten) by the Cl(n,v) Cl nuclear reaction.

38
Reactions of recoil Cl atoms with liquid chloro-

toluenes

(R.B. Bhave (Univ. of Poona), G.A. Brinkman, B.S.H.

Rao (Univ. of Poona), B.W. van Halteren; accepted by

Radioahimiea Acta)

38
Abstract: The chemical reactions of recoil Cl atoms
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have been studied in liquid ortho, meta and para chlorotoluenes

and in a 1 : 1 : 1 mixture. In the pure liquids the total orga-

nic yields are 76% (ortho), 40% (meta) and 65% (para). The much

lower yield for the meta isomer is mainly due to a lower

;',i 38Cl-for-Cl substitution yield: 27% (ortho), 14% (meta) and

i'l 31% (para). In systems scavenged with 2 mol % I2» these substi-

;;] tution yields are 8% for the three isomers. In a 1 : 1 : 1

: ; mixture of the o : m : p isomers, containing 2 mol % I,, the
38

i: ratios of the (hot) Cl-for-Cl substitution yields are

v! 46 : 20 : 34. The distribution for thermal exchange reactions
'''' 38
;, is highly selective: 55 : 6 : 39. The Cl-for-H substitution
:< yield is less than 1% per H atom - aromatic and methylic - and
< 38
? is scavenger independent. The Cli-for-CH, substitution yield

j is about 1%, whereas in a 1 : 1 : 1 mixture the o : m : p

;* ratio is not far from statistical: 40 : 35 : 25.

\ The effeet of high radiation doses on the reactions

'; of recoil Cl atoms with arenes

(J.Th. Veenboer, G.A. Brinkman; submitted to Radio-

ohimica Aata)
38

Abstract: Reactions of recoil Cl atoms with liquid

- arenes were studied at high accompanying dose rates. In all

i cases the total organic yields are about 20% higher than measu-

1 red at low doses. This increase is due to enhanced ipso substi-

i tution (CgH5Cl, CgFj-Cl), polymerization (CgHg, CgFg) or forma-

!. tion of lower boiling, unidentified species (Ĉ -HcNO-, CCH,-CHO) .
* 3 8 — 38 D O Ä O J

!• Conversion of Cl ions into Cl atoms by positive arene ions

; can explain the increase of certain product yields. Some expe-

I; riments with CgHgCl and CgFgCl were performed with recoil 34mCl

atoms, produced by the 35ci(y,n) Cl nuclear reaction, also

: under high dose conditions. The results were similar to those
38

for the Cl recoil atoms, but in a 1 : 1 mixture of both com-

pounds, there is a distinct preference for thermal Cl exchange

with CgH5Cl.
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38
Reaations of hot and thermal Cl atoms with

unsatuvated compounds

(J.Th. Veenboer, G.A. Bvirikman)

38
The reactions of hot Cl atoms with the following

compounds were investigated: CHT (cycloheptatriene), DMB

(2,3-dimethylbutene-2), cis-1,2 C ^ C l j , C2C14 and CgHg (for

the non-Cl containing compounds a little CC1* was added for
38

the production of Cl). To study the reactions of the thermal
38

Cl atoms with these compounds, experiments were also per-

formed in excess CCl^. However, in contrast with recoil T atoms

that do not react with CC14, it is known that in pure CCl4

about 35% CC1,38C1 is formed - next to low yields of C,C1,38C1
*38

and C2CI5 c^ ~ w n^ c n means that CCl^ is not inert towards
Cl recoil atoms. Organic yields are given in Table 4.2.4.1.

Interpretation of these data and of the gelfiltration experi-
38

ments is, probably due to the mentioned reactions of Cl

with CCl^, not as straightforward as in the case of recoil T.

Table 4.2.4.1 Organic yields {%) for the reactions of hot
38and thermal Cl atoms

Compound

CHT

DMB

eis,1.2 C2H2C12

c2ci4

C6H6
C6H2 + X2

Hot

Mol %

cci4

10

10

0

0

25

25 ± 2

38C1

Org.

71

97

87

95

64

41

yield

± 3

± 1

± 1

+ 1

± 2

± 3

Therma]

(excess

Mol %

additive

2

5

5

5

5

5 + 2

» cci 4

Org.

81

78

90

88

86

74

>

yield

+ 1

+ 1

+ 3

± 2

± 1

± 1
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Competition experiments with Cl and Cl atoms

in mixtures of ohZorobenzenes

(J.Th. Veenboer, B.W. van Halteren, G.A. Brinkman)

38
Substitution Cl-for-Cl in a 1 : 1 : 1 mixture of

o, m, p-CgH4Cl2 and of o, m, p-CgH4ClCH3 is found to proceed

rather statistic, but the thermal exchange reaction proceeds

only with the ortho and para components. A similar effect was

found in a 1 : 1 : 1 mixture of o,m,p-C,H4FCl (Table 4.2.4.2).

(In an unscavenged mixture hot and thermal substitution reac-

tions take place; in the I2 scavenged mixture there are only

thermal exchange reactions.)

Table 4.2.4.2 38Cl-for-Cl substitution yields in a 1 : 1 : 1

mixture of o,m,p-CgH4FCl

ortho CgH4FCl

meta

para

Total

Absolute yields

10.5

2.3

8.9

21.7

-

± 0.4

± 0.1

± 0.3

± 0.5

3.2

2.2

3.1

8.5

(%

i

+

+

±

+

)

2

0.4

0.3

0.4

1.0

Relative

Hot

3 8 + 1

26 ± 1

36 ± 2

100

yields (%)

Thermal

55 + 4

1 + 2

44 + 3

100

A preliminary experiment with a 1 : 1 : 1 mixture of o,m,p-

CgH4ClCF3 indicates that in this case also thermal exchange

with m-CgH4ClCF3 takes place. In Table 4.2.4.3 absolute yields

are given for the reactions of mCl with chlorobenzenes and

some 1 : 1 mixtures.. From these results and from those ob-

tained with the 1 : 1 : 1 mixture of o,m,p-CgH4Cl2r the rate

constants for thermal Cl-for-Cl exchange can be deduced as:

C6H5C1 > C6F5C1

o-CgH4Cl2 > m-CgH4Cl2 > CgFgCl
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Table 4.2.4.3 Absolute yields (%) for reactions of 34mCl atoms

1:1

1:1

1:1

System

C6H5C1

C6H5C1 + I2

O-CgH4Cl2
m-C6H4Cl2

C6F,-C1

CgH5Cl/CgF5Cl

O-C6H4C12/C6F5C1

m-CgH4Cl2/CgF5Cl

Org.

Yield

88+1

4l±l

88±2

87+1

98±1

Yields for

C6H5
34mCl:

CfiFc
34mCl:

O-CgH4
34lIlCl

m-C6H4
34mCl

34mCl-for-Cl

49.7+1.3

27.4+1

. 25.1±1

: 32.1±1

: 26.1±0

.2

.3 C

.5 C

.4 C

Substitution

F 34mCl-6 5

6 5..
F 34mCl-6F5 C 1'

5.6±0

3.4+0

4.3+0

.6

.1

.2

4.2.5

CF
76,77r

7ft 7 7

Reactions of decay induced Br and Br

(D. de Jong, B.W. van Hatteren)

An investigation on the yields of CH3 ' Br and

Br, produced during proton irradiations of H2Se,

and (CF3)2Se with halomethanes is accomplished. The

yields are given in Table 4.2.5.

Table 4.2.5 Absolute porudct yields (%) of CH,76'77Br and

CF3
76'77Br

CH3
76'77Br

System

H2Se + CH4

+ CH3F

+ CH3CI

+ CH3Br

(CH3)2Se (pure)

+ CH3F

+ CH3ci

Yield

6 ± 1

78 ± 5

63 ± 2

37 ± 2

21 ± 1

20 ± 2

18 ± 2

CF3
76'77Br

System

H2Se + CF4

+ CF3Br

(CF3)2SE (pure)

Yield

0.2 ± 0.1

24 + 4

33 ± 1
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32
4.2.6 Recoil chemistry of P in salts MPFg

(P. Polak, L. Lindner)

In order to develop a technique for the separation
32 32 32

and identification of P-species resulting from Si •*• P
32 2—

with Si present as SiF , , salts sueh as KPF, were used as

a model compound the P recoils being produced by the (n,y)

process.
By means of a separation on an anion-exchange column

32using gradient elution, about ten different P species (oxo-
anions and fluorinated derivatives) were observed as recoil

products.
A preliminary study was' made of the influence of

lattice composition and irradiation conditions on the results.
32

Both product spectrum and P-distribution differ from those
reported earlier by others.

4.3 Radiation chemistry and pulse radiolysis

4.3.1 Radiation chemistry of chlorobenzene

(C.N.M. Bakker, P.W.F. Louwrier)

Radiolysis of CgH,-Cl by Co gamma-rays results in

the formation of CgHg, CgH4Cl2 (o,m,p), C l 2H 1 0, C12H9C1(2,3,4),

HC1 and polymers. In pure CgH5Cl the yield of CgHg shows a

maximum of G = 2.9 at a dose of 3 x 10 Gy (Fig. 4.3.1.1).

The yield of Cl2HgCl decreases from 0.95 at

6.6 x 104 Gy to 0.17 at 2.8 x 106Gy (Fig. 4.3.1.2).

G-values for other products are given in Table 4.3.1.

The increase in the CgHg yield with dose proves that this com-

pound is also formed by another process, then solely by dis-

sociative electron attachment to CgH5Cl, forming -CgH5 and

Cl . I 2 suppresses both reactions to almost zero, whereas

CgH,jI is formed in an equal amount: G(CgH5I) for a saturated

solution is 3.1 at 1-2 x 10 Gy and is 2.5 at 5-6 x 105 Gy.

Cl2HgCl is formed through the reactions:

•°6H5 + C6H5 C 1 * 'Cl2H10C:L

'C12H10C1 + *C6H5C12 •* Ci2 H9 C 1 + HC1*
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3.0

Q C f i H 5 C l / C C l 4 , 0 . 0 5 mol dm'

B C 6 H 5 C 1 / C C 1 4 , 0 . 5 m o l dm" 3

A C G I I 5 CI / I 2
 n " — ' J - " 3

• C6H5C1/I2

- 3

0.05 mol dm

saturated

V CgHjCl/n-BuOH, 0.05 mol dm"3

V C6H5Cl/n-Bu0H, 0.5 inol dm"'

C6II5C1/CIIC13, 0 .46 mol dm
r3

-3

DOSE CICTGy)

Fig. 4.3.1.1 G(CgHg) averaged over the dose

as a function of the dose for

C6H5C1 and CgHgCl with added

scavengers
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c6n5ci/cci4 . 0 . 0 5 mol dm

• C g » 5 C l / C C l 4 , 0 . 5 mol dm" 3

A C 6 I ! 5 C 1 / I 2 , 0 . 0 5 m o l dm" 3

. -3

• C 6 I I 5 CI/ I 2 saturated

C g H j C l / n - B u O H , 0 . 0 5 m o l dm'

C 6 H 5 C l / n - B u 0 H , 0 . 5 mol dm'

C g H g C l / C I l C l j , 0 . 4 6 mol dm'
r3

- 3

DOSE (10 Gy)

Fig. 4.3.1.2 G(C12H9C1) averaged over the dose

as a function of the dose for

C6H5C1 and CgHgCl with added

scavengers



Tedale 4.3.1 Yields per 100 eV of the minor volatile products in

Scavenger

none

CC14, 0.05 M

CC14, 0.5 M
II

I2, 0.05 M

lyi saturated

n.BuOH, 0.05 M

n.BuOH, 0.5 M
n

CHC13, 0.46 M

CHC13, 0.146 PI

Mo(CO)c, saturated
b

0.

0.05 -

0.

0.

0.02 -

0.

0.

0.

%< 0.

<0.01-

Cl

03

0

05

02

0

03

03

02

01

0.

0.

.0

2

.03

5

.03

30 -

20 -

.015

0

0

0.

0.

0

p-<f>Cl2

0.

.17
0.

0.

.14

0.

0.

0.

< 0.

16

14

.05-

12

- 0.11

17

13

- 0.29

13

14

07

01,

- 0.09

0

0

0

0

o-cJ,Cl2

0.12

.18 - 0.

0.16

0.15

.12 - 0.

.07 - 0.

• 0.14

0.07

< 0.01

0.12

0.10

.07 - 0.

10

20

14

_

11

0

0

0

.12

0

< 0

< 0

0

0

0

0

0

0

.06

»2

.12

- 0.08

.03

.01

.01

.01

.12

.16

.11

.05

.08

- 0.10

dose range

Gy

6.104-3.106

7.105-3.106

2.105-3.106

7.104

7.104-6.105

1.105-6.105

6.104-8.105

4.105-6.105

7.104

1.4.104-1.4.105

1.4.104-1.2.105

7.104-2.105

01
10
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Sephadex gelfiltration experiments showed that also triphenyls

and higher polymers are formed. An experiment with a mass spec-

trometer coupled to a gasChromatograph (GC-MS) showed traces

of 80 compounds, among which 10 Ci2HaC12 isomers, several
Cl2H7C13 i s o m e r s a s well as 8 ci2Hi0C:l"4 a n d 6 C12H10C^"6 i s o m e r s'

HC1, Cl- and H~ are formed in small yields. The HC1 yield in-

creases from G = 0.15 (pure CgHgCl) to G = 3.5 (CgHgCl +

0.5 mol dm"3 C4HgOH).

4.3.2 Radiation chemistry of aqueous EDTA solutions

(J. Kovsse, G.A.J. Leuvs)

In connection with the investigations of pulse radio-

lysis of organometallic compounds, it was of interest to study

the radiochemistry of aqueous EDTA solutions. Literature values

of G(-EDTA) of 1.7 ± 0.3 (in the absence of O2) and of 1.9 ± 0.3

(with oxygen) were suspected to be too low, as they were measured

through the decrease in absorption at 258 nm of the complex of

EDTA with Fe and it was expected that degradation products

could also form complexes with Fe and absorb light of 258 nm.

Following the same procedure as described in literature we

found a value of 2.3 ± 0.03 in the presenceaöf oxygen. To cir-

cumvent the mentioned problem the products were analysed by

the gelfiltration technique with G-10 and G-25 Sephadex columns

after complexation with Cu (Fig. 4.3.2). Detection was spec-

trophotometrically at 250 - 260 nm and/or by C labeled EDTA

and measuring the activity. The G-values found by this method

are: 2.6 ± 0.1 (absence of O2» G-25 column), 3.6 ± 0.2 (with

O,, G-25), 3.1 + 0.5 (with O,, G-10). A special problem was
14

introduced by the self radiolysis of the C-EDTA solution.

At the time of these experiments the solution was 15 months

old and the decomposition was 16%. The calculated G-value is

about 1, lower than the other values, but this is probably due
14

to the low EDTA concentration (0.46 mmol) of the C-EDTA solu-

tion.
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8

S!

- f.

UJ

(a; 'NIW / siNnoo

Fig. 4.3.2 G-25 Sephadex radiochroraatogram of an irradiated

solution of 14C-EDTA (2 kBg). Dose: 20 kGy.

Concentration: 20 mM, p H = 7, O2 free.. Compounds:

dimers (175 ml), EDTA (210 ml), unknown (250 ml),

EDDA (310 ml), unknown (320 ml), CHO-COOH (440 ml)
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4.3.3 Pulse radiolysis of CDTA and EDTA complexes

(J. Kovsse3 G.A.J. Laura, P.W.F. Louwrier)

The experiments have been finished. All Cu complexes

were found to react very fast with hydrated electrons and are

diffusion limited, in contrast with f.i. Ni and Co complexes.

The ion-strength effects of the Cu complexes are much smaller

than could be expected according to the Br^nsted-Bjerrum equa-

tion. In case of CuDTPA , the measured Br^nsted slope has been

found as 1.53 ± 0.27 (theoretical value: 3.0, whereas in case
2—

of CrEDTA(OH) the measured slope is 1.96 ± 0.13, in agreement

with the theoretical value of 2.0. The small Brjtfnsted slopes

in case of the Cu complexes may be explained by electron

tunneling. Numerical calculations show that tunneling can cause

reduction of the slope by a factor of two.

4.3.4 CNDO calculation of cyanide and aquo complexes

(J. Korsse; in collaboration with J. Louwen, Univ.

of Amsterdam)

Calculations were performed in order to investigate

whether a correlation exists between measured rate constants

for the reaction of hydrated electronswith metal complexes and

the redox potentials. A CNDO program (University of Amsterdam)

gave the possibility to calculate redox potentials, but values

for several M /M1 couples were 2.5 - 4 eV higher than known

experimental values. The cause of this discrepancy is unknown.

Taking 10% smaller radii for the hexaquo ions lowers the cal-

culated redox potentials by about 1 eV through the hydration

energy correction, which is calculated by the Born formula.

It was realised that it is incorrect to neglect the d-

orbital overlap as is done in CNDO calculations, because the

correction can amount to several eV. Incorporation of this

correction makes the trend of the calculated redox potentials

qualitatively correct, but not quantitatively and the diffe-

rences between calculated and measured values are still large.
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4.4 Labeling of organic molecules

In-beam production of labeled compounds

(G.A. Brinkman; accepted by Int. J. Appl. Rad. Isot.)

Abstract: A review is given of the in-beam synthesis

of organic molecules (precursors) labeled with 1C, N, 0

or short-lived radiohalogen isotopes.

The compounds are formed through reactions of hot and

thermal recoil atoms, but also through radiolytical processes.

The amount, purity and specific activity of the products de-

pends on the aggregation state and composition of the target-

material. In almost all the investigated systems the yields

depend also on the total radiation dose and considerable chan-

ges a:

cule.

—2 2ges are observed at doses in the order of 10 - 10 eV mole-

18
4.4.1 Labeling with F

18

F-fluorine labeled aliphatic amino acids

(M. van der Ley; submitted to J. Labeled Compounds

and Radiopharmceutieals)

18
Abstract; The synthesis of 4- F-fluoroproline is
~™———~"~ 18

described, but attempts to prepare 3- F-fluoroalanine failed.
In the synthetic pathway to this compound different routes are

18
investigated to make a labeled precursor, viz F-fluoro-

methyliodide, which, however, were unsuccessful.

18
Labeling with reactor produced F

(B.W. van Ratteren, M. van der Ley)

The main problem in the labeling of organic molecules
18

with reactor produced F is caused by the necessity to dis-

solve the irradiated Li,,CO, in water, yielding an aqueous solu-
18 — 6

tion of F . (Irradiation of Li-CO,: Li(n,ct)T, followed by
16 18
O(T,n) F.) It is possible to produce from these solutions
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18

waterfree (C2H5).N F, that can be used as a precursor for fur-

ther experiments: CgHgOE^Br + (C2H5)4N
18F •* CgH 5CH 2

1 8F (yield:

10*), CH,BrCOOC2H5 + (C2H5)4N
18F -> CH 2

l 8FCOOC 2H 5 (yield: 37%).

The use of a phasetransfercatalyst seemed promising: in the
18

waterphase exchange can take place between F and a Br atom

in (Cat Br), after which the (Cat F) is transported to an

apolair organic phase, where reaction could occur:

Waterphase
Cat Br + k18F Cat18F + KBr

18 18
Apolair phase : CgH5CH2Cl + Cat F •*• C gH 5CH 2 °F + Cat Cl.

However, the yields were low, for CgHgCHgCl: 18% and even zero

for C 5 H n C l , C gH l 7I.

Labeling with bremsstrahlung produced F

(B.W. van Halteren, M. van der Ley)

18
According to literature the yield of CgHg F in a

gaseous mixture of 60 : 1 SFg-CgHg increases from about 5% to

about 60% on the addition of O- (O»/CCH, £ 3 ) . These experi-

ments were repeated at MEA, the F being produced by the
19 lfi
F(y,n) F nuclear reaction. The - preliminary - results

18
are given in Table 4.4.1. Some increase in the CgH^ F yield

was found on addition of O 2, but the effect is not so outspoken

as reported before. A serious problem in our experiments may be

caused by the high radiation doses involved.

Table 4.4.1 Yields of

C,H, and C

18F in gaseous mixtures of

SFg

(mm Hg)

800

800

660

660

700

620

500

540

-C 6H 6

(mm) .

11

36

12

12

35

12

24

12

°2
(mm)

-

-

12

31

39

104

206

1930

%.CgH5
18F

1.8

1.4

1.8

2.1

8.6

6.1

4.0

6.7
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4.4.2 Labeling with 123T and 12SI

C.N.M. Bakkerj in collaboration with the Netherlands

Ophthalmia Research Institute (IOI))

123
For investigations on eye-melanoma I-labeled NM113

125(aminochinoline) was produced. For cell studies several I-

labeled thiouracils were synthesized: 6R-1 methoxymethyl-

2 thiouracil and 5I-6R-2 thiouracil (R = CH3, C 3H ?):

NaH/DMF CH,OCH,C1
> Na-salt — - -—>

H ' H
I-succinimiole HC1

HS

CH2OCH3
125.,

\:H2OCH3

Production of I-5-I-2 thiouracil became worse, which was

due to the aging of the used Xodogen. A new badge of Iodogen

improved the yields considerably.

4.5 Isotope production

32

On the production of no-oarrier added Si, a poten-

tial research tool

(L. Lindner, P. Polak; accepted by Radiochimioa Acta)
32Abstract: Si was produced by the reaction

34S(p,3p)32Si with 51 MeV protons on Li2SO4. Radiosilicon was

separated with 60 - 80% yield, by distillation as H2SiFg with-

out the addition of carrier. A lower limit of 0.3 mbarn was

calculated for the average cross section for the energy range

extending from 44 to 51 HeV. Potential applications are re-

viewed.
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Cross sections per equivalent quantum for (y,n)

reactions on C, N, 0, F and Cl

(J. Visser, C.N.M. Bakker, G.A. Brinkman; in colla-

boration with B. Pvoot, E. Jacobs, Nuclear Physios

Laboratory, Gent; accepted by Int. J'. Appl. Rad. Isot.)

Abstract: Relative cross sections per equivalent quan-

tum are determined for (y,n) reactions on composite targets of

C, N, 0, F and Cl using bremsstrahlungbeams generated by

25 - 70 MeV electrons in a 0.1 mm Au converter.

Isotope production with MEA

(G.A. Brinkman, B.W. van Halteren, M. van der Ley,

J. Viaser) '

A gaseous mixture of Ar/HCl was irradiated as a start

for the study of possible isotope effects for the reactions of

the three chlorine isotopes, produced simultaneously in one

sample:
35Cl(Y,n)34mCl, t % = 32 min
40Ar(Y/pn)38Cl, t, = 37 min
40Ar(Y,p)39Cl, t^ = 57 min.

After a short irradiation, the activity ratio for these three

isotopes in a 1 : 1 Ar/HCl mixture was found as 1 : 1 : 3

(80 MeV), which means that they can all be easily detected.

Preliminary experiments were performed for the production of
1 8F:

a) 20Ne(Y,pn)18F and 20Ne(Y,2n)18Ne •+ l 8F (carrier free,

gasphase)

b) F(Y#n) F (often not carrierfree, all phases).
18

A promising route is the production of carrierfree H F
Iß

and F F by the irradiation of SFC with traces of H o or So)
23 18

c) Na(Y,otn) F, carrier free.
A 10 min, 45 yA, 125 MeV irradiation of Na metal and NaH re-

no

suited in approximately 1 MBq F per gramme Na. (Na can be

dissolved in organic liquids.)

In the framework of the determination of cross sec-

tion per equivalent quantum for production of radioactive
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18 18
ahiogens and precursors for decay studies ( Ne •+ F,
38S - 38C1, 76'77Kr H» 7 6' 7 7Br, 123Xe •> 1 2 3 I , 211Rn - 211At),LiI

was irradiated at 125 MeV. Several isotopes of iodine could
l ?2

easily be detected. The half-life of I is too short

(3.6 min), whereas 125I (100% EC) can not be separately mea-

sured in this mixture. Cross sections (mb) at 125 MeV, rela-
58 57

tive to 14 mb for the Ni(y,n) Ni monitor reaction are

given in Table 4.5. The measured values are in reasonable

agreement with calculated values and with measurements from

Lund (G. Anderson et dl., Nucl. Phys. A197 (1972) 44).

Table 4.5 Cross sections (a ,mb) for 127I(y,xn)l27"xiq ,
reactions

Reaction

127I(

127I(

127I(

127I(

127I(

,3n)

,4n)

,6n)

,7n)

26I
124,

123,

121,

120,

LECH

(125 MeV)

110

3

2

0

+

.9 ±

2 ±

38 ±

0.20

3

0

0

0

.1

.2

.02

LUND

(125

140

4
-

0

0.

MeV)

.5

7

22

Calculated

(0.22(x-1)x0.16A4/3

102

4.9

1.1

0.05

4.6 Dosimetvy

4.6.1 Dosimetvy of bremestrahlungbeams

(J. Rorsse, G.A.J. Leurs, P.W.F. Louwrier)

A start was made for dose measurements with the

Fricke dosimeter. In a typical experiment (E: 125 MeV, pulse

length: 34 ps, peak current: 5.5 mA, frequency: 250 Hz, ave-

rage current: 46.8 yA, collimator: 40 mm, converter: 0.035

radiation length W, Frlcke: O 2 free, 50 mM Fe 2 + in 0.1 N

H~SO.) the measured dose was linear uptill an irradiation
• — ltime of 200 s, and the ratio was found as (62 ± 6) Gy min

pA~ . During the bursts, the dose rate is about 4000 times the

average dose rate.
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4.6.2 Neutron measurements

(G.A. Brinkman, J.C. Kapteyn)

Thermal neutrons can conveniently be measured by

f.i. the Au(n,y) Au reaction. With the exception of

(n,xp) reactions, all other isotopes produced by fast neutrons,

can also be produced by high energy photons. Measurement of

fast neutrons in high intensity bremsstrahlungbeams seems only

possible by the use of threshold monitors for (n,xp) reactions.

The choice is very limited:

1) cross sections are only known up till 15 MeV for (n,p) reac-

tions

2) at higher energies the (7 ,TT ) reactions lead to the same

isotopes as the (n,p) reactions

3) (Y»n) reactions often lead to very high activities, and the

isotopes produced by (n,xp) reactions must be chemically

separated from the bulk of activity.

Furthermore: the halflife must be between minutes and days,

the measured gamma-rays must have a reasonable intensity and

energy.

A start was made with the evaluation of the follow-

ing reactions: 27Al(n,p)27Mg, 31P(n,p)31Si, 51V(n,p)51Ti,
l 3 9La(n,p) l 3 9Ba, 159Tb(n,p)159Gd. 2 7Mg and 5 1Ti can easily be

139
detected without a chemical separation. In case of Ba, a

ha.2^2 s a m P l e w a s irradiated, but the gamma transition of

0.17 MeV could not be detected as the background was too high.
1 5Q

Gd could neither be detected (E =0.36 MeV), due to the
16n

high yield of Tb, produced by thermal neutrons (cross sec-

tion 25 barn).
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4.7 Tr-ii ahemistry

(G.A. Brinkmann P.W.F. Louwrier; in collaboration

with E. Roduner, University of Zürich)

Muonium substituted organio free radicals in liquids.

Muon-electron hyper fine coupling constants and the

selectivity of formation of methyl and fluorine sub-

stituted ayalohexadienyl type radicals

(E. Roduner, G.A. Brinkman, P.W.F. Louxorier;

Chemical Physics, accepted)

Abstract: Muonium substituted free radicals are ob-

served by muon spin rotation when positive muons are stopped
i

in liquid methyl and fluorine substituted benzenes. From muon
precession frequencies in high external magnetic fields the

isotropic muon-electron hyperfine coupling constants A are

determined. They are typical for cyclohexadienyl type radicals.

The individual assignments are based on deuteration and on

substituent effects. Comparison of A and A of the hydrogen

analogues reveals isotope effects A .VD/A .u of 1.15 - 1.21.

Analysis of signal amplitudes yields substituent effects on the

relative rates of Mu addition to inequivalent positions in the

arenes. Both CH3 and F are ortho directing. Addition of C-H

sites is favoured over ipso addition by a factor of 3.

Reactions of muonium with aromatic compounds

(G.A. Brinkmann P.W.F. Louwrier; accepted for pro-

ceedings "Nuclear Chemistry and Radiation Chemistry"3
Varanasi, 1981)

4. 7.1 Reactions of Mu with arenes

In monosubstituted benzenes four muonic radical sig-

nals can be detected: through addition at the ortho, meta,

para and substituent (ipso) sites. Roduner pointed out that

the assignment of ortho, meta or para addition could be done

by measurements of the non-deuterated analogues:

a) at lower magnetic fields (1 kG instead of 3 kG), addition
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i]
of Mu at a C-H site results in a splitting of the lines,

but not for Mu addition at a C-D site, due to the lower

nuclear magnetic moment of the latter (Fig. 4.7.1.1).

b) deuteration at a specific position causes a small shift of

the hyperfine couplings, in particular for addition of the

Mu at the C-D site. The farther the Mu is away from the D,

the smaller the shift (Fig. 4.7.1.2).

In our department (C.N.M. Bakker, M. van der Ley) para deute-

rated CgHgF, CgHgCl, CgH^Br and CgH^CF^.Samples were prepared

in quantities of 25 ml. The results are given in Fig. 4.7.1.2

and in Table 4.7.1.1.

Table 4.7.1.1 Hyperfine coupling (A ) , assignment, radical

(PR), diamagnetic (PD) and total (PT=PD+EPR)

yields for the reactions of Mu with monohalo-

benzenes

X=F

X=X1

X=Br

X=I

X=H

\
C6H5X

(MHz)

485.7

511.8

511.8

487.3

509.4

485.3

490.3

508.6

?

508.6

514.4

p-C6H4DX

(MHz)

486.0

512.4

516.3

487.0

5.9.9

485.3

491.0

509.6

Shift

(MHz)

0.3

0.6

4.5

-0.3

0.5

3.3

0.7

1.0

Assignm.

ortho

meta

para

ortho

mwta

para

ortho

meta

?

PR

0.24

0.17

0.09

0.18

0.12

n.d.

0.17

0.12

0.08

0.65

PD

0.25

0.36

0.47

0.57

0.15

P T=P D +J:P R

0.75

0.66

0.76

0.63

0.80
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C+M«.

I . . . I . . . I

140. 160o 180. 200. 220. 210. 260. 280. 300. 320.

FREQUENCY (MHZ)

140. 160. 180. 200. 220. 240. 260.

FREQUENCY (MHZJ
280. 300. 320.

Fig. 4.7.1.1 Fourierspectra of -CgHgMuC^Cl and - C g l ^ D j

radicals at 3 kG (C6H5CH2C1) and at 1 JcG (p-CgH4DCH2Cl)
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-n
CF,

5084 . I

160. 180. 200. 220. 240. 260. 280. 300. 320

Too.

JLJU
140.

Fig.

160. 160. 200. 220. 240. 260.
FREQUENCY IMHZ)

280. 300. 320

4.7.1.2 Fourierspectra of -CgHgMuCFj and •CgH4DMuCF3

radicals at 3 KG.

500

510

508

471

3 MHz

5

7

C6H4DCF3

500.2 MHz

510.9

510.9

473

Shift

- 0.1 MHz

+ 0.4

+ 2.2

Assignment (yield)

ortho (9%)

meta (9%)

para (11%)

ipso
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Some other data, without assignments, are given in

Table 4.7.1.2.

Table 4.7.1.2 Hyperfine coupling (A ), dia-

magnetic (PD) and total (PT=PD+ZPR) yields for

the reactions of Mu with monosubstituted benzenes

Compound

C6H5NH2

C6H5CH2C1

C6H5CHC12

C6H5CC13

\
(MHz)

441.3

463.1

523.3

482.3

487.3

506.7

482.7

501.3

478.8

497.0

PR

0.17

0.08

0.14

0.07

0.11

0.09

0.07

0.08

0.14

0.10

0

0

0

0

PD

.37

.55

.61

.71

0

0

0

0

PR

.76

.82

.76

.95

4.7.2 Reactions of Mu with ohloroalkenes

As reported before, no radical signals were observed

in chloroethylenes, therefore four monochlorotoluenes were in-

vestigated, but only in two compounds radical signals were

observed (TAble 4.7.2).

Table 4.7.2 Hyperfine coupling (A ), radical (PR) and

diamagnetic (P_) yields for reactions of Mu with

chloroalkenes

Compound

3-Cl-butene-l

1-Cl-butene-l

3-C1,2-CH3~propene-1

l-Cl,2-CH3-propene-l

\
(MHz)

265.3

78.8

PR

0.20+0.01

0.16+0.02

PD

0.60±0.01

0.61+0.02

0.60±0.02

0.52+0.02
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4.7.3 Reactions of Mu with alumn crystals

First experiments with alumn, KA1(S04)2.12H2O have

shown that the fraction of free Mu is the same as found in

pure water. The lifetime of this free Mu can be shortened by

the introduction of iron ions as contamination in the lattice.

4.8 Miscellaneous

The chemistry of inorganic astatine: formation of

complexes of astatine

(G.W.M. Visser, E.L. Diemer; submitted to Radio-

chimica Aata) '

Abstract: The nature and properties of inorganic
211

At-species formed in aqueous solutions under alkaline,

neutral, acidic and oxidative conditions are studied through

extraction of At with a variety of organic solvents, followed

by the determination of the Chromatographie, re-extraction and

interaction behaviour of the extracted activity. It is con-

cluded from the Rf values (on SiO,) and the different affini-

ties for a large amount of additives, that the extracted acti-

vity - formerly denoted as At-zero - exists of AtX compounds

that may form AtXL complexes, depending on the kind of solvent

(L) used.

4.9 Technical •progress

4.9.1 Technical progress

The old liquid scintillation spectrometer has been

replaced by a new one (Packard Instruments, Model (A300 C).

A Canberra MC40 is bought for gamma-ray analysis in LELAB.

A Camac crate is through a serial communication line coupled

to the central PDP-11 computer and via this one also with the

PDP-10. Interface modules were purchased and a Camac connection

was made between several pulse height analyzers and the central

computer. Software was made for reading out the Canberra's,
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for decay corrections for gas- and liquid-radiochromatograms

and for working up GeLi spectra. A new GeLi detector (FWHM

1.4 keV) was bought.

4.9.2 Low Energy Chemistry (LECH) irradiation facility :

Much time was invested in the maintenance of the

vacuum and cooling systems. The isotope production line (elec-

tron free photon beam) was extended with interchangeable colli- :/•

mators and with an ionisation chamber for monitoring the pho-

ton beam.

In 1981 104 hours of beamtime were intended for LECH:

16 hours for assistance of MEA, 8 hours for assistance safety

department, 74 hours for technical experiments, 6 hours for ;

chemistry experiments. \

In the first half year of 1982 76 hours were avail- \

able (during the period of operation 4 days a week, 2 hours ~\

per day). For chemistry 53 hours were avilable, during which

time 88 targets were irradiated, mainly at 120 MeV, with an

average current of 40 yA. ;;
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5 MEA TECHNICAL DEPARTMENTS

5.1 MEA and the accelerator technology group

(Groupleader: P.J.T. Bruinsma)

Operations

MEA has now been in use for scientific experiments

since one year. This caused a shift in the workload from in-

stallation and construction to maintenance and operation.

During the last phase of the construction all effort was put

into commissioning of more accelerator stations with emphasis

to a reduction of down time. In this year, due to the priority

in carrying out experiments, a limited amount of beam time was

available for accelerator research. Beam collimators along the

central beam line have been modified, which resulted in a re-

markable improvement of the beam stability.

In the following table a comparison is made of the

present and the design beam specifications.

DESIGN REALISED

Energy (MeV)

Beam current (mA)

Pulse width (ys)

Repetition rate (Hz)

Energy spectrum (%)

Beam loss (%)

500
20

50

2000

0

0

.5

i-i

325
20

35

500

0.

0.

35

1

The next table demonstrates the extensive use of the

available time. It should be noted that a considerable frac-

tion has been spent on RF processing of accelerator sections

and klystrons of the newly available stations. Experimental

beam time was lost due to the collimator modifications: how-

ever, extra beam time became available during weekend runs.
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Machine breakdown

Accelerator research

Experiments: EMIN

LEP

LECH

OTHERS

planned

0

605

1700

598

124

23

used

in
416

1376

485

100

15

Total 3050 3169

The installation and debugging of the final control

software caused a considerable loss of beam hours. A similar

argument holds for the installation of several modulators.

The following table specifies the'loss of experimental time

caused by the MEA accelerator systems.

SUBSYSTEM

modulators

computer control

RF

cooling

vacuum

deflection systems

controls, monitors

injector

others

Total

HOURS

138

216

19

24

40

135

40

37

128

777 hours

A total of 44000 hours has been collected by 15

klystrons in 11 sockets. The highpower high duty factor klys-

trons sofar perform well, as will be demonstrated by the next

figure.
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KLYSTRON 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

number

001R3

002R2

003R2

009

010

Oil

012

013

014

015

016 '

017

018

019

020

8x1000

HV HOURS

Major accelerator systems

Modulators: Eleven accelerator stations and one

station for testing operations have now been put in service.

The pulse flatness of the first two klystrons has been improved

to .1% by means of a special filter on the pulse transformer.

The reliability of the transformer shorting circuit is inade-

quate, limiting the maximum repetition rate to 500 Hz. An im-

provement program has been started. The lifetime of the klys-

tron filament transformer is limited, a new design is being

made. The modulators are normally run at 2 MW RF level, but

test runs at 4WM have been made.

Magnet power supplies: Beam stability could be im-

proved with the installation of commercially available better

power supplies for the solenoid magnets.

Machine protection systems: The operation of the

vacuum protection system needs improvement. The isolation

valves malfunction frequently. The beam protection system is
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still being improved, because experimental requirements can not

always be met.

Computer control system: Systematic debugging and

frequent maintenance reduced the failure rate of the local com-

puter control systems. The central computer system is now in a

final configuration. The response time is satisfactory and beam

loss due to computer failures has drastically been reduced.

Timing system: A major modification has been imple-

mented. The timing of the beam has become less dependent of the

timing of the first modulator. In addition a circuit has been

added to keep the gun duty factor uor.stant and independent of

the action of the beam protection system.

Klystrons: All 15 klystrons of the original contract

have been delivered. Two have been returned for repair this

year. One developed a vacuum failure during modulator repair.

The others perform well. Three spare klystrons have been or-

dered.

Drive line: RF drive power for the klystrons is pro-

vided by an KWG system fed by the first klystron. The good per-

formance (1° phase stability) has been obtained by temperature

control to .03 , pressure control to 1.5 torr and RF pulse

flatness to .1%.

Position monitors: A traveling wave type monitor has

been selected to measure beam position to better than 1 mm for

beam currents between 2 ya and 20 mA. Ten monitors have been

installed at the accelerator and 15 in various experimental

beam lines. A modification allows the measurement of beam

current as well as position. A program has been started to

improve the accuracy of the position calibration.

Windows: The rectangular RF waveguide windows expe-

rienced multipactoring, which eventually caused window failure.
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Circular BeO windows have now been obtained and tested with

good results. A gradual replacement will be executed.

RF pulse signal source: A pulse power source has been

acquired, enabling independent testing and processing of klys-

trons , sections, etc.

Accelerator sections; Several vacuum leaks in the

sections developed due to large variations in cooling water

temperature (due to maintenance stops). All leaks could be

repared in house.

Cooling systems: The modulator PFN units dissipated

more power than anticipated. The freon cooling system there-

fore will have to be modified. The cooler capacity will be in-

creased by converting the system from liquid to vapor cooling.

A prototype has been installed and successfully demonstrated

the principles. An endurance test is made.

Accelerator research

Considerable effort has been given to the improve-

ments of the beam quality. At first low loss beam transport

could only be obtained after time consuming tuning procedures

and with critical and unusual parameter settings. These rather

sensitive settings resulted in inadequate beam currents for

most physics experiments. Measurements made to study this pro-

blem indicate beam diameters between 3 and 7 mm, while beam

collimator apertures (8 mm) had been designed for 3 mm beam

diameter. As a result of these measurements the collimators

have been enlarged to 12 mm.

Small current fluctuations from the injector are an-

other source of instabilities. Beam current variations produce

small energy fluctuations due to beam loading effects. This in

turn will result in large variations in the analysed beam

current due to the small energy spread of the accelerator beam.

The high voltage power supply of the injector still needs bet-

ter stability.
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High quality beam transport for energies from 70 MeV

upwards can now be obtained with relatively little effort as

a result of these improvements. The accelerator beam set-up

times have been greatly reduced.

Aaoelerator improvement program

Since 1980 a study program has been started to inves-

tigate future accelerator improvements. An old EVA low duty-

factor modulator (.1% duty factor, 20 MW RF peak power, 4 ysec

pulse width, 250 Hz) has been installed in the modulator gal-

lery. Successful video tests have been made. An RWG network,

including a SLAC RF power switch allows operation of either

the normal high duty factor klystron or the high power low

duty factor klystron. Preliminary modulator design studies

have been started.

5.2 Computer Systems Group

(Groupleader up to 1-1-1982: W. de Vries; from

1-1-1982; T.W. van der Raay (systems programming) and

M. van Gelder en (manager facilities))

General

The Computer Systems Group was mainly involved with

a) completion, integration and stabilization of large parts

of the IKOnet accelerator and experiment computer network, and

b) management of the network and of the central computing

facility.

The main purpose of the IKOnet computer network is

to provide adequate means for controlling the MEA 500 MeV

linear electron accelerator as well as up to six ongoing

physics experiments, while retaining acceptable timesharing

facilities for program development and system management. The

network in general has to satisfy the following goals:

- fast (decisive action between 400 us and 1 sec) real-time

tasks
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- pseudo (decisive action between 0.5 sec and 2 hrs) real-

time tasks

- on-line data processing capabilities for initial on-the-spot

data reduction, e.g. time-sharing facilities.

These criteria originated mainly from physicists (experiment

control and data processing), technicians and operators (acce-

lerator control and maintenance), system developers (software

tools, languages and availability), management personnel

(logging, planning, documentation, etc.) and administrative

personnel (maintenance schemes, suppliers- and parts lists).

IKOnet hardware

The central node of the network consists of one

PDP11/44, one PDP11/45 and two PDP11/34 mini computers, with 3

AMPEX DM980 disk drives as backing store. As local machines

the network supports the following types of mini computers:

PDP11 series, ALPHA LSI/2 and Intel 8080.

The layout of the network in use at NIKHEF-K is

reproduced in Figure 1, in which the following abbreviations

are used:

ACM : Accelerator Control Machine

BCM : Beam Control Machine

CCM : Console Control Machine

ECM : Experiment Control Machine

GSM : General Service Machine

MSM : Message Switching Machine

SCM : SARA Communications Machine

DEC10: Digital Equipment Corporation PDP-10

CSG : Computer Systems Group

SARA : Stichting Academisch Rekencentrum Amsterdam

IKOnet software

From a number of PDP11/45 and PDP11/34 processors

and some sixteen ALPHA LSI/2 machines, one of the most funda-

mental moves towards the final network was to provide a fami-

ly of (programming) languages and associated operating sys-
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terns, one member for each type of processor, which show an

increasing resemblance in going to higher levels of abstrac-

tion (starting with the "bare" machine).

Above a certain level all pecularities of particular

machines are no longer visible. Hence, a number of unified

(network) primitives, irrespective of the type of machine, are

available. To this set of primitives further layers of abstrac-

tion can be added, to improve the clarity of the final product.

"Transparency" of a network is essential in

an environment that is liable to change even

the smallest bit during it's existence.

IKOnet activities >

At the beginning of the report period large parts of

the basic system software for the first phase of the network

could be considered "finished11. However, a number of consoli-

dating activities with respect to the ACM, CCM and Fenix real-

time systems still had to be performed, to make the systems

more stable and thus more reliable. The speed of the ECM Fenix/

Unix systems has been increased significantly, which resulted

in improved response times during program development and de-

bugging, as well as improved processing capacity for real-

time interrupts.

The response times of ECM systems without local disc

stores improved dramatically with the integration of a fast

80Mb Ampex disc drive in the central Message Switching Machine

(MSM-A). A number of small bugs were removed from the network

protocol (which in fact is the backbone of IKOnet). The result

was that slight communication hardware malfunctions ceased to

have any influence on the reliability and correctness of the

data transports.

The central ("remote") operation of the accelerator

has been initiated. For"that purpose an operator interface has

been constructed, using the i3 interpreter. The package enables

the operator to control (watch and/or change), in a user friend-

ly manner, all accelerator variables from the central console.

The system is fully operational for all ACM's while the inte-
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gration of the BCM's has been started. In connection with this,

the central accelerator data-base system has been taken into

regular service.

The user facilities of the network have been extended

enabling the transportation of files through the network, the

use of a remote machine interactively (remote logging in), and

the construction of application programs (in higher level pro-

gramming languages) which use the network message- and data-

base primitives.

Work has been started on a performance analyzing/

characterizing system, among others, for locating possible
bottle necks in the network. An initial design has been made

for a safety mechanism to prevent deadlocks caused by peak

loads of the network.

Finally, backlog in documentation, that accumulated

during the past few years, was largely eliminated.

IKOnet maintenance

Much attention has been given to the proper manage-

ment of reconfiguration procedures which come into play when

(vital) parts of the network fail, in order to keep the opera-

tion of the accelerator as uninterrupted as possible.

All hardware, exclusive of CAMAC, but inclusive of

the DEC-System-10, has been put under one maintenance contract

with a commercial company.

To the already existing set of software maintenace

aids, a disc check and repair program, an accounting program

for printer paper use, and a program to close off the UNIX

timesharing system in an orderly fashion, were added.

DEC-10 maintenance

In the last few months of the accounting period, the

use of the DEC-System-10 has increased significantly. From an

initial percentage of 38, the user-running time spent on the

processor rose to a percentage of 75 from the total available

time (based on 24 hours per day, 7 days per week). Physicists,
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analyzing experimental data from the first production runs of

MEA took the bulk of the increase.

It became clear that our DEC-10 will be overloaded

by a factor 2 to 4 in the, very near future, when more experi-

mental data from MEA will become available. Negotiations are

underway with Digital Equipment Corporation to replace our

current machine with a second hand configuration based on a KL

processor, to cover the computing needs up to 1984 - 1985.

Meanwhile acute disc memory shortage has been relieved with the

purchase of two (second hand) RP03 disc units for our DEC-10
system, adding another 20M words to the already present 40M

words of secondary memory.

5.3 Digital and analogue electronics

(Groupleader: E. Kwakkel)

Introduction

The installation of the planned accelerator compo-

nents has been finished. Maintenance and system test took up

about 60 percent of the departments manpower. Much attention

was paid to the development of testeguipment and -facilities

to speed up troubleshooting and decrease system down-time.

The EMIN experiment electronics was completed. The first PIMU

experiment set-up has been prepared.

Accelerator

The last modulator control units (Dig, DMC) have been

installed. Modulator 2 was provided with a compensation net-

work to achieve a better modulator output pulse. The emergency

shut-off system was improved to reduce collimator power dissi-

pation .

Several modifications in the modulator control and

- interface circuits have been carried out. The timing network

was provided with an error detecting/-correcting option to

improve reliability. Commercial equipment (e.g. Camac modules,

power supplies, etc.) has been modified to improve operation.
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In order to reduce system down time and maintenance hours

several facilities have been implemented

- transportable modulator control station

- program-load cassette drive for the modulator computers

- general purpose test-equipment.

EMIN experiments

The wire chamber electronics for both QDD and QDQ

spectrometers has been completed. The data acquisition system

(DAPS) in the EMIN control room was extended with modules neces-

sary for coincidence experiments (e.g. time comparator).

After the first experiments the prototype drifttime to position

converters have been modified, resulting in a better differen-

tial linearity. A prototype (bit slice) preprocessor has been

developed for fast on-line calculations. For easier (Read-out

controller) microprogram generation an assembler (ROCASS) has

been developed.

PIMU experiments

A data acquisition system for the first experiments

has been designed based on the same (DAPS) philosophy: a micro-

programmed controller and bus system. Most of the hardware

could be copied, only a fow specific modules required a new

design especially the controller PROMS.

Main new general purpose instruments

Delay pulse generator BNC type 7030; precision

pulse generator BNC type PB-4; Tektronix 5000 series (controller

type 4041); Tektronix DAS 9100 series Digital Analyser System;

Bira Systems Camac microprocessor system V.
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5.4 Mechanical Technological department ;

(Groupleader: A.P. Kaan) '•

Introduction '.

Since the scientific program with the accelerator is

now fully underway the main task for the mechanical workshop

is maintenance and updating the complex apparatus which have

been designed, constructed and installed during many years.

In addition the group is involved with external projects based

on the experience obtained from building the MEA-project. Due

to lack of manpower required for these activities, most of

the drawing and construction work is farmed out.

MEA

A large fraction of the total manpower is used to

complete and improve the mechanical, vacuum and cooling equip-

ment for the accelerator. More specifically:

- several constructions for the freon-cooled modulators have

been improved to save on the freon losses which gas is used

to cool the electronic components

- a power switch module is designed and constructed

- many printed circuits are made for the electronic workshop

- evacuation units, leakdetectors and valves are revised and

modified.

AFBU

Assembly of the 300-line and the shielding house

for the slit has been completed. The exit-monitor to the PIMU-

facility is made and fabricated.A new 3-way collimator is de-

signed and installed. All layout drawings are updated. Tests

are started on the pumping system of AFBU in order to inves-

tigate the aging problem.
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EMIN

A large project has been the development, fabrication

and installation of the exit foil constructions (1100 x 65 mm

and 1400 x 110 mm) for both spectrometers QDD and QDQ (MTG-12).

A technical publication is in preparation. Two evacuation

units and an extra pumping station have been built. Two flex-

ible bellow constructions between the spectrometers and the

sliding foiis of the target chamber have been designed and

installed. A basic course in vacuum technology is given for

the physicists.

PIMV

Much work was required for the completion of the qua-

drupole- and bending magnets for the pion- and muon-channel
because the firm contracted for this project failed to fulfill

its obligation. All magnets are installed now.

The vacuum chambers, target mechanisms, etc. are

ready (MTG-15 and 16). Test experiments will be starting end

1982.

LEF

A new wire chamber detector is designed and con-

structed.

Work for third parties

Daresiury project

On behalf of ZWO,NIKHBF-K is in the process of de-

signing and constructing an experimental facility for Dutch

scientists on one of the light-ports of the synchrotron radia-

tion ring in Daresbury (G.B.).
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PANDA

Two detector units for ECN (Petten) which will be

used to detect positron annihilation radiation, are under con-

struction.

Miscellaneous activities

A numeric controlled milling machine is installed;

welding of thin material (20 y) (MTG-14); several targets are

made by depositing evaporation material; a microcomputer is

used for analyzing spectra, calculating vacuum systems, etc.
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I P. Vernin
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I p. 628 (944)

( P.W.F. Alons, H.P. Blok, L.T. van der Bijl, J.F.A. van Hienen,
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| Elastic and ineleastic scattering and potential models II
;. p. 769 (945)
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Impacts of radiological releases into the marine environment.
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Proceedings series 565.
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